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“A brand’s meaning is no longer to be found within its
products or its services or its history or its legacy or its
founders or its mission statement . . . . . or anything
emanating from itself . . . . . It’s to be found in its
audience.”
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Preface
Public relations (PR) has always defied definition as a true marketing science. Great agencies were
traditionally based on individual – often jealously guarded – relationships, an indefinable capacity to
spot or shape news, and the ability to convince others of the same.
As PR professionals aspired to mimic other marketing disciplines in terms of geography and scope, the
above definitions proved a barrier; how do you scale relationships or a nose for news? Another
challenge has been the nature of large PR mandates, increasingly reflecting those of other marketing
services such as advertising and market research. PR’s traditional logic of local – relationships, contexts,
stories, relevance etc – may have served a parochial industry supported by local budgets, but is
diametrically opposed to the relentless currency of globality, scalability and cost rationalization the
underpin the rest of the marketing services sector.
In this book, I attempt to offer an antidote to this divergence. I believe that it is possible to build a
scalable, repeatable PR network based on relationships and earned media. The reasons why this has
proved difficult for the sector are numerous; protectionism (the PR establishment has resisted the
concept of codification and/or reduced it to ancillary aspects of the job), simple denial of the marketing
realities (unless PR professionalizes its proposition, it will remain condemned as a ‘subordinate’
discipline within the marketing mix), and a mis/under appreciation of the effects of globalization
(meaning PR professionals who are actually able to exploit other people’s campaign ideas are more likely
to prosper than those who don’t.
The latter is particularly relevant; too many PR professionals still consider it a virtue to ‘resist’ global
ideas in favour of locally-developed thinking. The logic of ‘it won’t work here’ may make sense for the
local agency’s bottom line1 (insisting on the requirement for local campaign ideas and materials), but it’s
diametrically opposed to the direction of travel for the rest of the marketing services sector. A direction
which has become even more global with the ubiquity of the Internet. The reality is, agencies which can
make internationally developed campaigns relevant in their local market are more likely to prosper in a
global environment than those who can’t, or won’t.
This is the context of this book; but who is it published for? Let me answer by stating who it is not for.
The ideas, concepts and methodologies are not designed for large, successful ‘home market’ firms which
can design their own campaigns for their particular markets. Typically based in the US and the UK, such
firms will see little relevance from the following, since the nature of their clients (and their local
markets) are large enough to absorb and accommodate conventional campaign thinking.
Neither is this directed to in-house practitioners. My experience has covered both agency and client
side2, but the trade secrets contained in the following are designed exclusively for the former.
Finally, this book is not directed at communications professionals who are unconvinced about the
enduring value of earned media; who believe that the disintermediation of the press coupled with the
integration of marketing service will render the concept of editorial coverage obsolete. I have always
believed that the consolidation of the media, the ubiquity of ad blockers and filters, and the continued
‘opacity’ of paid analytics demonstrate the enduring value of earned. Principally, the ability, through
1
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force of argument, logic or relationships, to persuade people of a certain course of action. I’ve written
extensively about this elsewhere34; and it forms an absolute, non-negotiable basis for the following
book.
It is directed at the local/networked firm charged with managing mandated clients (inherited from their
network) and which also aspires to be the best local firm in its local market. These two objectives are
typically contradictory; the former focusing on execution of (given) global campaigns, the latter
campaign development (from scratch) and implementation. But using the following tools and
techniques, it is possible to make these two objectives perfectly compatible; good network ‘citizenship’
is not an inhibitor to local market leadership.
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Introduction
Public relations (PR) enjoys a number of distinctions with respect to other marcoms disciplines; many of
which are widely known and discussed. PR is real time and inherently unpredictable, while activities
such as Above the Line (ATL), event management, or sponsorships tend to be seasonal or campaignbased. PR is based on ability to persuade long chains of people – from agency teams, to journalists,
editors, influencers and, increasingly, consumers themselves – of a particular belief or course of action.
Unlike the aforementioned marcoms disciplines, PR is not underwritten by a transaction (the purchasing
of advertising space, visibility or association), it is based solely on a combination of argument,
discussion, logic, relationships . . . . In most cases, this combination is furnished by the PR agency (rather
than the client); if applied in the right doses, with a degree of rigour the client’s brand can be
propagated, protected or both.
A further distinction is the nature of the business model; regardless of how it is presented to the client,
PR firms bill time – days, hours and minutes. The rate at which these units are billed is determined by
the level of experience and qualities of each practitioner. This billing model reflects professional services
such as lawyers, accountants and management consultants, and contrasts with the majority of marcoms
disciplines which tend to be discrete (campaign, season or project-based).
Despite – or maybe because of – the increasing integration of campaigns, deeper levels of collaboration
between marcoms disciplines, and the convergence between traditional and social media, these
particularities which make PR a distinct remain unaddressed. It’s as if the idea of convergence extends
to – not merely campaign thinking – but to the PR business model itself. It is simply assumed that all
businesses will/should cede to the dominant business model which – in the case of marketing services –
is advertising, or more particularly, paid. The latter’s dominance is, in part, due to its history; advertising
is the most established of marketing disciplines, particularly in the US. Madison Avenue has been
operating since the mid part of the 19th century. But it is also due to the huge volumes of turnover (not
necessarily fees) associated with the sector; consultancy, creative, production, analytics, media buying
etc . . . all generated distinct revenue streams. Some of these streams were self-dependent (or selfserving), some of them even contradictory – the idea of planning, for instance, is based on ‘scientifically’
defining the right platforms and media on which to advertise and then negotiating the best price on
behalf of the client. At the same time, through ad commission, agencies also generated a cut from the
volume and type of space being recommended. The practice of the same ad agency being incentivized
(by the client!) to create campaigns and recommend the purchase of ad space, has been addressed
through the separation of such tasks; but large marcoms holding companies which cover all these
disciplines are still milking this anomaly. Even today, a large proportion of the advertising industry is
based on spending clients’ money, and charging them for the privilege.
I believe in the continued distinction of PR as a discipline and business model; a view that I probably
share with the majority of the profession. Ask any dedicated PR professional and they’ll have no
hesitation about listing the realities and qualities that differentiate PR from the rest of the marketing
services mix. However, also I’m convinced that the profession can learn much from the marcoms sector
as a whole5, and this is part of the inspiration for the following book.
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In reality, the PR profession has demonstrated repeated and sustained negligence when it comes to
evolving, absorbing lessons from complementary services and adapting to an increasingly converged
operating environment. The result being that, today, PR remains a ‘subordinate’ partner in integrated
discussions; our inability – or unwillingness – to adapt is costing us all dear, financially and
professionally.
Unleashing the Power of Adjacency addresses the principle barrier that prevents PR firms really scaling
in terms of volume, disciplines or geography; the inability to codify what we do. Through a combination
of vanity, fear, indulgence (pick your poison . . . . ), the majority of PR firms are still run in precisely the
same way as they were at the beginning of my career (1993). I have worked in multiple markets
(including the UK, France, Spain, Brazil and India) for various types of agency (including two market
leaders as well as boutiques, a start-up and a local market-dominant firm). What I’ve seen across these
markets and environments is one of the following scenarios:
1. Owner/founder building a business through personal skill commitment and contacts; many of
these are shared, with people trained on the same, but the operation remains defined by and
dependent on the founder(s). This scenario is no criticism on founders; huge operations have
been scaled on this basis. The reality, though, is that service levels, the character of the firm,
and the client experience remains heavily dependent on the local General Manager (GM). Even
if the model is scaled internationally, the competence, character and type of the GM shapes the
firm, locally. Excluding the US and UK markets (which are led by US agencies) none of the top 10
PR firms have attained local market dominance beyond their home market without acquisition.
Despite their intellectual resources, it has proved impossible for global PR firms to really
replicate their market leadership in other markets organically. The above is evidence of what I
call the ‘PR alchemy’ syndrome; firms scale through a combination of expertise, contacts, best
practice, relationships and business sense. This process and these skills remain undocumented;
partly due to the founder/s’ vanity, partly due to the assumption that PR simply cannot be
systemized – it’s based on relationships developed over a lifetime, it’s about intuition and
market sense which can’t be taught, it’s about creativity and opportunism which are personal
traits rather than qualifications . . . . In short, like alchemy, it’s magic. This reluctance to codify
any aspect of the process has now placed PR at a distinct disadvantage to other marketing
disciplines.
2. The alternative model is what I term ‘ad model replication’, where PR firms recruit directly from
the ATL side, particularly at senior level – from creatives and planners, to client leads and agency
directors. These appointments are accompanied by a wider restructuring of the traditional PR
teams to accommodate additional marketing services. The logic of this approach is compelling;
in addition to replicating the advertising business model, such senior recruits will also secure
access to the clients’ CMO (as opposed to the lower-prestige CCO where PR firms are traditional
consigned). This approach is most common across the largest PR firms; Edelman is recruiting ad
executives at a startling pace6, Ogilvy PR’s function is being completely subsumed into its
marketing services offering7, Omnicom8 and WPP’s9 PR brands are consolidating as fast as the
6
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eye can see. The shortcomings of this approach, however, are also becoming evident. PR firms
– even market leaders – will be obliged to pay a premium to prise the best advertising talent
away from Madison Avenue’s proven stalwarts. This may be financially viable in lucrative
markets such as London or New York, but in smaller markets (on the European continent or in
Asia) the financial implications are already becoming untenable10. The second problem with ad
model replication is the fundamental differences between PR and other marketing services;
particularly, with respect to elements such as control and predictability. Unlike conventional
marketing services disciplines, PR is highly dependent on outside forces (the news of the day,
editorial discretion etc), it is based on relationships, nuances, real time counsel and execution,
as opposed to marketing campaigns where copy is approved months in advance. These
differences are more than semantics, they are reflected in the business models, the way
accounts are set up and staffed, and the risk/opportunities associated with different events.
Effectively turning over PR agency leadership to (even, highly experienced) advertising
executives carries its own form of risk11.
This book presents an alternative approach, one which reflects and leverages the distinct nature of
earned PR. Intuition, relationships and experience remain absolutely vital qualities of any PR firm, but
they do not invalidate the potential to codify some elements of the PR process. As organisations as
diverse as McKinsey12, Salesforce13, the Wall Street Journal14, and Starbucks15 have demonstrated, it is
perfectly possibly to codify and scale intellect/intangible client service without compromising the
essential creativity or spontaneity of the same.
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1. The Theory of Adjacent Conversations
Brands’ increasing shift online and a desire to reduce dependence on a finite number of
‘specialist’ influencers, is also predicated on a number of industry and socio-economic shifts
occurring across the globe. Digital is becoming the principle source of information and the
principle medium for exchange of the same. Globally, according to last year’s Reuter’s Digital
News Report16, half respondents (51%) say they use social media as a source of news each week.
Around one in ten (12%) say it is their main source. Facebook is by far the most important
network for finding, reading/watching, and sharing news.
According to the World Economic Forum, trust in the media has reached an all-time low in
India17; the phenomenon of ‘fake news’, accusations of biased reporting and reduced resources
have further compromised journalistic credibility. Peer-to-peer news sharing is replacing
editorial copy, particularly amongst the younger generation; 85% of people trust content made
by others more than they trust brands18.

The New Protagonists; the age of ‘pull’
Last year, The New York Times reported that 11% of global internet users employed ad-blocking
software – a startling 30% increase from the previous year19. Unsolicited content has become
the ‘new noise’; dumb ‘algorithm-only’ ‘Push’ content has been exposed. Brands must now
figure out how to advertise to consumers who simply don't want to see hard-sell ads anymore.



25% of UK millennials are ‘actively ignoring’ brands on social media20; with 34% saying
they feel "constantly followed" by online advertising
In April ‘17, the US Bank, JP Morgan slashed the number of websites it uses for display
advertising from 400,000 back to just 5,000, without seeing “ . . . any deterioration in
our performance metrics . . " according to their CMO, Kristin Lemkau21.

‘Filter bubbles’ result from personalized searches when a website algorithm selectively
guesses what information a user would like to see based on information about the user
based on history/location etc. They are traditionally associated with paid content, but
the principle is equally applicable to earned media. People ‘pre-select’ content they
believe will interest them. No one ‘grazes’ media any more22. Cracking the filter bubble
is the number one challenge facing brands online.
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In the 1990s, when I started my career, I estimate that over 90% of media the coverage was
generated by vendor-initiated announcements – by, about, for and from the latter. The advent
of disintermediation and device ownership has transformed that proportion; by 2020 over 90%
of coverage, discussion and conversation will be published and propagated by, from, for, and
about individual consumers. Today, the time, complexity and expense required to reach a
million people is negligible; the physical, regulatory and logistical barriers have been completely
removed. Publishing houses have lost their monopoly; provided your following is sufficiently
large, a single tweet can circulate (and change) the World. This shift has profound implications
for any organization looking to understand and influence opinion.
The universal currency of influence is no longer ‘media reach’ or ‘spend’ . . it’s relevance.
Relevance is the critical element that makes brands a part of people’s everyday lives, whether in
a professional or a consumer context. In reality, most consumers don’t talk about
environmental light fittings, factor 3 levels of encryption, back office compliance systems, SIM
cards, car tyres, generic medicines, designer furniture . . . or whatever else your brand is selling.
Listen to any conversation on public transport, over a coffee or in a bar. People talk about
relationships, holidays, football, diets, who they like and work . . and who they don’t. Only
brands which take the trouble to find out about what their customers actually care about, and
make themselves relevant to the same, will be included in people’s conversations. And, in an
age of media decline and disintermediation, this is true for B2B as well as consumer brands.
This is the essence of ‘Pull’ communications. Instead of ‘Pushing’ content for, by and about
brands, organisations are required to identify themes and issues that their stakeholders are
already interested in, and associate with the same. This is the key to accessing the consumer’s
so-called Filter Bubble; today, the consumer of the information is the protagonist, no longer the
brand.

Other people’s discussions; the Theory of Adjacent Conversations
The above scenarios require brands to adopt
a new or complementary strategy to its
communications. In an age of ‘Pull’
storytelling, by identifying with their
audiences, relating to them and finding
commonalities, relevancies, complicity and
building rapport, brands can breach
consumer’s Filter Bubbles; potentially, every
day.
With traditional company focused
announcements, the ‘Small Circle’ represents
the potential audience of those already
interested in the company, product or service
(see right). This group is finite and often predisposed towards one opinion or another; in

the event that their pre-disposition is negative, any engagement by the brand represents a risk.
The ‘Big Circle’ represents everyone else’s conversation; what they care about, what they talk
about in their daily lives. If brand can gain access to the same, this audience and conversation
volume is potentially infinite. And the risk is negligible; we are not pushing content, selling
anything, or trying to force or bribe our way into their Filter Bubble . . . A we are simply
participating in their discussion.
This is the essence of the Theory of Adjacent Conversations; the priority is no longer (or not only)
driving and propagating a brand message, but identifying the target audience’s current
conversations – what they are talking about – and finding a way to enter the same. In today’s
saturated content environment, relevance is now the most important currency to reach and
engage audiences; a brand’s capacity to be a part of stakeholders’ daily conversations (or, in
social media terms, their ‘timeline’), in a measured, coherent way. Such an approach will enable
the brand to behave like a broadcaster; 80% of its content may be by/for/about/from its
audiences, but all of it can potentially link back to the brand.

Adjacency in action
And to see evidence of the above, we need to look no further than our nearest and dearest
celebrities. Yes, there really is nothing they don’t know!23
Referring to an indicative study from 2017’s Twitter feeds of a celebrity pop star, a sportswoman
and an actor, we can clearly see their appreciation of adjacency24. In the analysis, categories 1
and 2 refer to content about the individuals themselves (their events, their music/films,
merchandise etc.), while categories 3 and 4 refer to their response and opinions on external
events; in short, the rest of the World. On average, our celebrities spent only 20% of their time
talking about themselves, the rest about everyone and everything else.
Celebrities have understood the value of relevance; the more they associate with the world
which their audience inhabits, the greater the degree to which they’ll be able to influence them.
And brands which appreciate this logic will enjoy the same benefits (see below).

23
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In the theory of adjacency, this 20% / 80% ratio turns out to be very important; brands that
adhere to this proportion (20% ‘Push’ content (by/for/about themselves) and 80% ‘Pull’
connecting with the wider world are best placed to fully exploit this paradigm.

The radicalism of adjacency
Adjacency also requires brands to acknowledge its cold, hard reality; given the variety and
volume available, people only consume content (whether it be a video or a newspaper; a radio
emission or a piece of theatre) for two basic reasons:
I.

II.

Entertainment; to be amused, gratified and satisfied. Content could range from sport to
soap opera, from documentaries to newspaper articles . . . . . but the consumer’s
primary motivation is amusement; to be stimulated and enjoy the experience.
Information; whether the content be educational or practical (traffic or weather
reports), the basic motivation is driven by necessity.

To the above correspond to the ‘Big Circle’ and ‘Small Circle’ audiences descried above. In
addition, a new motivation has emerged – discovered and driven uniquely by social media:
III.

25

Prestige; with the advent of social media (particularly mobile) content has become a
form of social prestige, and sharing the same a means to derive prestige. There is
considerable research on the subject25; suffice it to confirm that the act of sharing is not
simply altruistic, it generates benefits (social and other) to the emitter. The
combination of content which is both (perceived to be) prestigious and shareable
becomes extremely compelling for the Theory of Adjacency.

https://www.i-scoop.eu/content-marketing/content-sharing-storytelling/

The Theory of Adjacent Conversations is a recognition and response to a set of indisputable
realities: media/brands are becoming disintermediated, consumers and other target groups
are becoming less receptive to unsolicited content (in some cases, they are actively resisting
the same). In this scenario consumers have become the true protagonists – they determine
what content is received, and to what degree it is propagated.
Brands, therefore, need to pivot and start adapting to consumers’ conversations, making
themselves relevant, gaining access, creating value . . . . In this scenario the brand (product,
service, features etc) is not the starting point, it is only a desired destination. Starting with
the audience as opposed to the brand is the most radical shift the
marketing/communications profession has faced since the emergence of the Internet.
The concept of the brand as part of an adjacent conversation is, inevitably, disruptive; it will
be difficult for in house practitioners to consider their brand as in some way subordinate to
(even) their audience. But for the majority of the agency world – whose proposition is
grounded and dependent on the brand as a starting point – this shift will be rejected as
heresy. They will actively campaign against such an approach; it is – after all – contrary to
their interests based exclusively on, by, for and about the brand.
I’m prepared for and regularly encounter such a response; I have written extensively on the
same26. But this insight, and how to exploit it, represents the future or PR and the following
agency model.
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2. Client service; and the ‘client service paradox’
Any client service model must fulfil the following criteria:







Add tangible value to a client
Create distinct experience for all concerned
Be scalable (ie. not dependent on a finite number of committed individuals)
Create dependencies (on the agency) or shift the dependency from the client towards
the agency
Include some element(s) that are proprietary in nature and difficult to easily
reproduce/scale by a competitor
Drive profitability and growth for the agency

All the above objectives are supported within the following client service model. It is based on a
fundamental contradiction at the heart of any service industry; whether strategic consultancy or
hotel and catering:
The paradox of client service is the requirement to be grounded in processes and
repeatable actions; such codification will liberate the service from a dependency on a
finite number of committed individuals and enable it to scaled.
However, if these processes are made visible to the client, the entire exercise ceases to
have any value. True client service requires the codification to remain opaque and for
the client to maintain the illusion of spontaneity, inspiration and constant engagement.
The above is intuitively true whether running a restaurant or a creative design studio; it is a
truism that appears to have escaped the PR industry, however. The nature of the business –
relationship-based, defined by nuance and opinion, and slightly nebulous (particularly on the
measurement side) – has contrived to resist most forms of process of codification, beyond
reporting or back offices functions.
Process, however, remains the key to scalable client service, provided that its workings remain
hidden from the client; the latter should just experience the results of the same. The following
client service model is based on two stages; Essential Services (what all clients should be
receiving on a daily basis; a unique but repeatable experience which will add value to all
concerned, and Strategic Services. The latter represent an extended approach which will enable
the client to propose additional, incremental services.
In agency P&L terms, Essential Services are about the bottom line, ensuring profitability around
the existing brief, Strategic Services are about upsell. All clients should be ported to Essential
Services from day one; these practices represent the agency’s value proposition (both to the
client and the agency). Strategic Services represent a further opportunity; below I’ll explain how
to use a client’s predicament and trading environment to sell such a migration, however, the
nature of some clients will mitigate against such an upgrade. In such circumstances, it would be
a mistake attempt to upsell – the process can potentially generate conflict and client attrition.
Essential Services will still deliver profitability and sufficient distinction to resist competitive
(agency) threats. In these circumstances, the agency should focus on and limit itself to delivery
of the same.

Essential Services
The implementation of Proactive Press Offices (PPO) should be a ubiquitous, non-negotiable
service across all accounts. It is the foundation of the entire client relationship. It represents
the institutionalization of a practice of being ‘ahead’ of the media, of anticipating their needs,
flagging risks and opportunities to the client and – more importantly – fully exploiting the same
every day.
Like all belief systems, the practice of daily proactive thinking can be initiated through the
practice of specific daily rituals – including tracking the media between 9-9:15 am, identifying
risks and opportunities, beating the client to the news of the day. An agency’s ability – to
interpret the world for our clients, to always approach the latter with a point of view, an
actionable insight, a recommendation, and an opinion on what certain developments can mean
for a brand . . . every, single day – will set it apart.
Specific behaviours and deliverables that the client will be expecting on a daily basis include:




Proactivity; anticipating issues, providing client ‘intelligence’ (actionable insights, as
opposed to non-prescriptive ‘intelligence’)
Integration; from traditional to digital and vice versa, on an intuitive, daily basis
Operational excellence; repeatable actions codified to enable attention to be directed
towards more strategic issues and opportunities

The PPO process above is defined by and based on two insights:





The nature of in-house roles makes it increasingly difficult for PR managers, CCOs and
CMOs to see the world in a genuinely objective, intelligent manner27; communications
professionals are dominated and pressured by their internal clients (from sales teams to
the C suite etc.), whose consideration for the wider world is limited to their particular
offering. A modern PR firm should mitigate the above environment and provide clients
with objective, informed, actionable insights on the World; whether these relate to
media opportunities or beyond.
‘News’ is decreasingly defined by brands and increasingly by consumers acting
individually or collectively. Today, a brand’s potential to set and own the media agenda
is practically zero28; it’s only chance of engagement is to form a part of other people’s
stories (the so-called Big Circle, as described earlier29); the agency’s role being to
identify relevant conversations, assess the risk/opportunity for each and propose a
strategy to engage the same on behalf of the brand.

PPO, therefore, is a daily process that underpins a deeper truth: agencies should be interpreting
the world for their clients. In a media environment defined by (traditional) media consolidation
and a digital environment dominated by ad blockers, a brand’s ability to identify and become a
part of other people’s stories will set them apart. In effect, PR firms are becoming ‘news
brokers’30; what will set the good ones apart is their ability to anticipate, identify in real time
and respond to the news of the day; just like financial brokers, before the competition. Some of
the steps behind this process include:
a) Picking up of relevant data points/information:
 Tracking of key coverage, identifying new/regular journalists covering the client
 Checking for factual accuracy; proposing action/response in the event of factual errors
or misrepresentation (drawer statements, client responses, letters to editor, meetings
etc)
 Missed opps/oversights; checking for genuine missed opportunities; proposing follow
up/recovery action
 Follow up opps; competitor coverage, industry news where the client could potentially
be quoted
 Propagating content; where there are facts, figures and quotes – adding them to the
library of approved content and incorporating them in follow up materials (and social)
 Client Web site check; is there news and/or relevant content that we can use or which
endorses the approach?
 Competitor check; coverage, Web site, other activity to which we can respond and/ or
we can use or which endorses the approach?
 Industry/trend check; is there news and/or relevant content that we can use or which
endorses the approach?
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Time-zone leverage; checking European/US/Asia coverage to see whether there are
trends, angles and opportunities which can be exploited in the local market
Social media feeds; even if we have no digital mandate, checking the temperature on
digital can provide advance notice on issues and opportunities

b) Client counsel:
 Ensuring that the opportunity is framed within the context of the client’s business and
priorities; their agenda not your’s or the journalist’s
 Ensuring that the agency owns it; rather than simply creating ‘homework’ for the client,
90% of the proposed response should be compiled by the agency (desk research, public
data, client information etc)
 Not waiting for the client; if there is an obvious action (factual correction, missed
opportunity etc) initiate the response before asking permission – contact the journalist,
confirm availability for a meeting/interview, draft a drawer statement for approval . . . .
Such proactivity mitigates agency risk (in the event of a missed opportunity, for
instance) and ensures that the it is constantly ahead of the client.
c) Maintaining the client service paradox
 As with any great service, the above is based on a series of proven, tested processes;
but these must remain invisible the client. The latter should just be exposed to the
results of the same (intelligence, opportunities, proactivity, insights etc); just as in any
great restaurant, the service needs to appear spontaneous.
 There are two ways to ensure the appearance of spontaneity:
o When communicating with the client vary the messenger; for good news, for
instance (results, coverage, opportunities etc) let the account executive send and
follow up, for strategic issues, crises or emergencies a more senior team member
should take the lead
o When communicating with the client, vary the medium; for immediate/time
sensitive issues pick up the phone, for more considered counsel, send an email,
longer term ideas or plans, add them to the agenda for the weekly/monthly meeting
...
Even if individual tasks are delegated to junior team members (daily
tracking/monitoring etc), the strategic escalation and mapping of messenger and
medium will convey the impression of an entire team, fully engaged, every day.
While the above forms the foundation of Essential Services, the latter are also supported by a
range of other activities, all of which can be codified (whether they are charged incrementally or
within the scope of the retainer). The aim is to ensure consistent daily delivery, as well as the
inclusion of strategic thinking, creativity and proactive thinking throughout. Based on the same,
teams and individuals should enjoy a clear sense of accountability and ownership regarding their
roles; collectively, this will ensure a coherent, unified approach to the client. (see Trainong
Manual for slides on each).



a) Proactive Press Office (PPO)
In addition to the daily PPO ritual (described above) PPO support should include:
o Forward feature tracking and follow up (4-5 agreed/priority themes to be
confirmed, approved content libraries to be maintained on each
o Industry announcements: trade figures, trends, market dynamics to pitch around
o Relationship meetings, media intelligence
o Reporting, metrics and measurement
o Local announcement management (High/Low/No touch – see Announcement
coding, below)
o Global announcement management (High/Low/No touch)
. . . . . . all this, delivered every day, without being asked.



b) Announcement coding
Particularly when managing multi-market programmes, certain announcements will be
more relevant and meaningful in different markets. Not all announcements can/should
be considered the same priority; different degrees of discretion and autonomy should
be afforded depending on the content and local relevance. The most engaging
campaigns include the right mixture of the following per quarter; too much emphasis on
High touch risks compromising brand consistency and coherence (ie. too local), too
much No touch reduces local engagement to transactional press releases with little
relevance (ie too central).
From an agency perspective, different levels and types of staff are required for each
announcement type. There is no point in a senior or creative resources spending time
on a No touch campaign; this would be an inappropriate use of resources. Conversely, a
junior executive should not be left to his/her own devices is faced with a full, creative
High touch opportunity. Announcement cording is an essential ingredient of agency
profitability.
o High touch; an opportunity for local markets to be creative, demonstrate and
implement local tactics to optimize central campaigns locally
- Central materials will include approved messaging, proof points and
collaterals
- Precise timing, form and format of the local tactics should be determined
entirely at city/country level; based on:
- Approved budgets/expenses
- Approved metrics
- Implementation within the approved quarter
o Low touch; where more limited scope and discretion is extended to local agencies
- Central materials will include approved messaging, proof points and
collaterals
- Timing of activities is driven from central (around a strategic
announcement, or an executive availability (press tour) for instance)
- Central, will recommend local activities (around which budgets are based),
but the form and format of the local tactics can be determined at city level

-

o



Key considerations; tactics must be based on:
- Approved budgets/expenses
- Approved metrics
- Implementation within the approved week
No touch; focusing on simultaneous execution (only); based around a fixed
central/local event or activity to drive a single message, leveraging scale and global
presence (for global events, financial reporting and crisis situations, for instance)
- Content for cities will be limited to a save the date/invitation and brief
- Local markets will have no flexibility in terms of date, content, format or
form of the event/announcement
- Local actions will be focused on inviting an agree number of target
influencers to a central event, for instance, and following up as appropriate
- No touch campaigns require execution (only) and are driven entirely by
central announcements and central campaigns to drive international
presence and scale

c) Instant planning
Irrespective of the nature and timing of a client request – from a global event, to a local
relationship meeting – PR agency actions can be distilled to and prioritized in the
following order:
o Content:
- What’s the story/what could be the stories?
- Irrespective of the nominal occasion or milestone, how many alternative
angles could be developed (innovation/R&D, HR, regional, performance,
business/channel, personality etc)?
o Media (influencer) relations:
- Who are we targeting, are they relevant to the above stories?
- Have certain journalists recently written on the sector/competition
- Can I secure interest through a personal relationship?
o Logistics:
- What is the most appropriate tactic to facilitate the above (meeting, phone
interview, exclusive, roundtable, site visit, editorial visit, byline etc)?
Instant planning is based on two certainties: a) the client invariably starts with the
logistic (“ . . . we have an event, we need a press conference, our global CEO is visiting . .
. . .”) and, in many cases rarely considers any other points. And b) irrespective of the
above, the PR agency will be measured on results (attendees, coverage etc). Simply
adhering to a client’s direction (‘ . . . . we need a press conference . . . .’) may not meet
either objective, and it would be the agency that is held accountable. So, agency teams
must learn to rapidly invert client requests (ie to start with the story and not the logistic)
to mitigate these risks.
Using this technique, suitably trained teams – even junior members – can rapidly learn
to think on their feet (Content/Media Relations/Logistics), as well as validate work in
progress such as events and launches, against each of these criteria.



d) Owning the day / Daily drills
The definition coding and implementation of routine, client specific tasks; in addition to
reducing the time/level spent on such activities, such behaviour maximizes the
resources available for more strategic and value-adding activities.



e) Non-linear implementation31
Not all hours of the day
(or days of the week) are
equal (see right). By
loading more work onto
an early part of the given
time period (day, week,
month etc), more time is
available for
contingencies, teams
enjoy greater levels of
control, and there are
more resources (including
time) to spend on more creative, proactive activities. In effect, the idea is to ‘pinch’ the
traditional, linear work schedule into a concentrated peak of intense activity at the
beginning of the day.



f) Crisis management

Real-time analysis and response to issues ranging from health and safety to
employee relations. The key elements are a) fact checking and b) representation;
agencies should proactively check for factual inaccuracies and misrepresentations, validate the same and their sources (ie the newswire, not the
syndicated result). Identifying such instances ahead of the client, proactively
contacting the media (in cases where veracity can be validated) and proposing a
response to the client (ie. a draft drawer statement, letter to the editor, meeting
with the journalist/editor/owner etc) are the cornerstones of this process.
Representation is about – irrespective of the journalist’s or editorial tone –
ensuring that the client’s point of view is carried. Agencies can’t guarantee
unanimity of opinion, we should strive to ensure that all sides of a particular
story are carried; and no reputable media would argue otherwise.
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g) Roundtable discussions
Roundtable discussions provide an excellent opportunity to associate brands with a key
issue or audience, to generate engagement with key influencers, as well as content

http://blog.adfactorspr.com/perspectives/the-advantages-of-pinch-logic/

which can be propagated across multiple platforms prior to, during the after the event.
They are not product launches or demonstrations – although these milestones may be
referenced during the same – neither are they about the company; they are about
trends, issues and developments around which the brand can position itself.
Neither are they monologues; the idea of the format is to generate a genuine debate. A
‘Discussion Roadmap’ should provide an agreed ‘field’ for the discussion to ensure
relevance and establish limits to the conversation (see below). However, the best
roundtables contain differences of opinions; these should not compromise the brand,
but reflect different industry viewpoints, perspectives and points of view. Discussions
should appear spontaneous and free-flowing, however, the most engaging roundtables
are those which are meticulously prepared.
The role of the moderator (ideally, an agency representative) is to facilitate the
discussion, cover the agreed themes (in particular, those which strike a chord amongst
participants), ensure a lively, interactive discussion, ‘quotable’ content (headlines) and
adherence to timings. The discussion should be structured in a manner that enables
each of the panelists to share their insights, the brand to establish its position and –
where appropriate – journalists to participate in the same. Attending media will
appreciate the content – differing viewpoints, insights and data points – as well as the
opportunity to secure multiple story angles and ideas.
A ‘Discussion Roadmap’ should be compiled as a guide for panelists; it outlines the
scope of the discussion, and provides supporting data points, anecdotes and statistics to
‘fuel’ the discussion in a structured, coherent manner. Data points will be drawn from
reputable sources and fully referenced. In the event that logistics enable media to
participate in the discussion, either ‘alongside’ the panelists or as part of a Q&A during
proceedings, the moderator’s role is to facilitate the exchanges, while adhering to the
agreed scope and theme of the discussion.


h) Speaking opportunities
Before the opportunity, is it possible to embed some news into the discourse (a
milestone, update or other announcement), can this be teased on social media, could it
be released as an exclusive under embargo? During the speech, can it be live tweeted,
can someone take notes to generate further content, can onsite interviews be
scheduled? Post the speech, can a ‘Speaking at . . .’ Reuters style summary
announcement be issued, can the remaining content be re-worked into a byline(s)?
Remember, physical presence of the speaker isn’t necessarily required. A client can
speak ‘ . . . . after the Consumer Electronics Show,’ or ‘respond to this year’s Mobile
World Congress’, or ‘comment on a Gartner Symposium’ without having participated in
any of them . . . . Provided they are blessed with a suitably agile PR firm, of course!



i) ‘Cosmo quotes’

One quick technique to facilitate the transformation of ‘conventional’ content to social
media-appropriate material is the ‘Cosmo quote’ test. Really compelling and effective
writing can be found in the most unusual places…Women's and men's magazine front
covers provide the model from which 140/280 character and other social media
communications has evolved. The technique includes all of the following elements:
 Suspense
 Controversy
 Current affairs
 Paranoia
 Curiosity
 Temptation
. . . . . all of which can be applied in any context - from B2C to B2B particularly on social media to drawer readers in, build loyalty and
generate discussion.
Such provocation thrives on (see right):
• Top tips
• References to current events
• Use lists, numbers, data
• Add suspense
• Make it counter intuitive
• Add a challenge
• Use catchphrases/terms/ hashtags
• Give the insights a name "The age of... "
• Include a compunction to read further
• Add a revelation or scoop


j) Co-creators/Guru groups
A co-creator is not a celebrity! The idea of co-creation is to partner with motivated
individuals who are passionate about a theme or issue to develop and can enhance
content. This approach is not an 'endorsement' or sponsorship – genuine co-creation
involves no financial transaction.
From the brand perspective the third party participation adds authenticity and interest
to the content; it can also help propagate the same through the co-creator's own
network of trusted contacts. From a co-creator's perspective, such a partnership can be
considered prestigious and provide a platform for their thoughts and perspectives.
Guru groups reflect the same approach; maintaining contact with passionate, well
connected, outgoing individuals, who can help you deliver and propagate your clients’
stories. PR agencies who know and can connect journalists with working mothers,
business start-ups, millennials/Generation Zs . . . . and all the other groups targeted by
their clients are most likely to become indispensable.



k) Quarterly results32
It can’t solely be about the numbers. . . . . or if it is, what’s the strategy when your client
‘misses’ a quarter? In reality, 12 weeks is a pretty short period in which to assess a
business; particularly in the face of other competitive, seasonal and trend
considerations. Beyond the numbers, results time is still an opportunity to tell a story;
put the data into perspective, cite third-party evidence and other proof points to
support the same. Journalists here often refer to it as ‘colour’; they too are charged with
telling a story and the more colour the firm (or the PR agency) itself can provide, the
more chance there is of influencing the outcome.
They could provide an occasion to update an alternative journalist on back office
operations; key hires, infrastructure developments or other internal milestones. It may
be timely to present the firm’s partner strategy (resellers, agent network etc.) and
approach to deriving value from the same; or an overview of the firm’s R&D strategy
and vision for product development over the next five years. Legitimate as these stories
are, they may not be substantial enough to generate coverage if pitched alone. The
occasion of quarterly filings, however (non-disclosure conditions notwithstanding), may
provide the necessary hook to secure interest. This approach is particularly effective
when used selectively; either to provide additional context to a beat reporter or to
engage a generalist/non-specialist journalist and provide the necessary trigger for
him/her to publish.



l) Client service quadrant
Client relationships are an
amalgam of rational, objective,
measureable sentiments, and
those of a more emotional,
subjective nature.
For certain clients, emotional
considerations outweigh their
rational ones, and vice versa.
Both represent a risk to the PR
agency; an emotionally-led
client will value the agency
team’s commitment and
personalities above all else (including measurable results), s/he will consider them as
part of an extended team and, typically, defend them internally and in public. All is
good for the PR agency until the client contact moves on and the new incumbent – who
may be of a more rational persuasion – starts to question delivery and results.
Conversely, agencies faced with a rationally-led client who focuses exclusively on
delivery and metrics would be well advised to start contributing some emotional value
to the equation to avoid being completely commoditized and defined solely by
transactions.
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m) Long tail digital
(The same) content can assume multiple forms; quarterly results are formal and subject
to stringent compliance, but the same data could be also propagated across Twitter in a
deconstructed manner (through quotes, facts, figures etc). An appreciation of the
dynamics of different media platforms will enable the agency to advise accordingly:
 Print tends towards monologue requiring the highest threshold of
credibility/validity
 Social media should be more conversational, participative and sharable;
the media demands provocation/response and content should be
designed accordingly. Credibility thresholds on social media are far
lower than required for print.
Great PR firms are constantly analyzing how approved content can be repurposed, retimed, re propagated to engage more influencers.



n) Monthly milestone
Irrespective of the plan of record, the client mandate or the news of the day, the agency
should deliver at least one milestone activity every month. It could be coverage in an
international/prestigious title, a new type of media, broadcast, a response to a topic
debate . . . . This is all about serving the agency’s agenda to:
 Create an opportunity and value that would otherwise not have
existed?
 Deepen the client’s dependency on the agency for the same
 Differentiate the agency from the competition
 Ensure that the above is reflected in a tangible result

The above represent standard, repeatable, elements that typically make up a traditional,
ongoing PR campaign. Each has been documented in Training Manual, for reference. The list is
not exhaustive, additional activities could be included (such as product review programmes or
familiarization trips, for instance), each of which could equally be standardized and coded. Each
could be adapted per client or per circumstance; the aim of the codification is to ensure a
minimal level of thinking, service as well as a repeatable client experience.

Strategic Services
The following are based on the theory of ‘Adjacency’33; the idea that brands are deriving a
decreasing return from engagement exclusively with informed, specialist influencers. The World
is being defined and shaped by the so-called ‘uninformed’, whose interest in unsolicited, brandbased content has become negligible. We have entered a ‘post protagonism’34 era where the
control and influence which brands used to enjoy through privileged control of the media has
dissipated. Now, brands’ best hope is to ensure sufficient relevance to enter other people’s
conversations; it is the latter who have become the real protagonists.
33
34
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The idea of Adjacency is that stories (or conversations on social media) are less likely to be
about the product or service you are trying to promote. They’ll be about the target audience –
current and potential users; the key is to make the brand relevant to them. This requires time,
effort and dedication, convincing both the client and the journalist of the connection; but the
upside is potentially unlimited, and I’ve defined the necessary steps into a proven, repeatable
process.


Strategic narratives
If we can present the brand’s messages, product and service propositions and services
in the context of our influencer’s interests, we’ll gain access to the ‘Big Circle’. This is
the true potential of storytelling. Given the above scenario, I recommend the definition
and deployment of a set of Strategic Narratives; consistent, repeatable storylines which
serve as a bridge between the brand message and the audience's conversations. They
guarantee relevance for a brand across its target audience, ensuring that it can
participate in their conversations on a regular basis.
Strategic Narratives are not about the brand – they are centered around a key audience
insight. They are about and for the audience. They ensure relevance; providing an
ongoing and scalable vehicle for brands to engage and relate . . . . every day. In this
context, relevance overcomes ad-blockers, filters and indifference. Such traction is
organic and ‘earned’; it does not require or depend on paid/transactions – this is the
essence of ‘Pull’ communications. In such a scenario, brands are no longer the central
protagonist or initiator of the conversation; but once initiated, they provide an entry
point through which to engage consumers direct. Such organic content strategies could
look like this:




80 % PULL; use the Strategic Narrative to establish an intellectual terrain and
keep a tab on news trends every day; then, link with these through ‘anchors’.
Certain PULL stories will be predictable, based on fixed events (festivals, annual,
milestones, seasonal stories etc). Others will be unplanned/opportunistic.
20% PUSH; Stories emanating from, by, or about the brand (product launches,
milestones etc). These should still refer and include the narrative in the text;
this will increase the scope and relevance of the announcement, as well as
ensure a thread of continuity throughout.

The idea of identifying such an ‘Adjacent’ yet relevant terrain through which to engage
and present brand messages is not new; my personal favourites are:
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Micromoments35 (Google)



Bingewatching36 (Netflix)



The Third Place37 (Starbucks)

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/micro-moments/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binge-watching
37 https://www.fastcompany.com/887990/starbucks-third-place-and-creating-ultimate-customer-experience
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Generation Rent38 (Lloyds Bank/Halifax)

This technique enables the brand to immediately be a part of stakeholders’ daily
conversations, in a measured, coherent way. It also ensures that the brand is already
behaving like a media in its own right – with 80% of its content by/for/about/from its
audiences. This approach will reap dividends in terms of engagement, management of
risk (ie less reliance on ‘competitively-owned’ media), and visibility.


Defining the narrative
My definition of a genuine strategic narrative corresponds to the following four qualities
which must be present:
I.
Audience; The audience must be the protagonist not the brand; great stories for
and are about people, not products or organisations
II.
Association; The brand must associate with the audience through and in the
story
III.
Debate; The story must contain an element of debate or discussion; great
stories are not platitudes that generate instant and universal approval;
genuinely compelling stories generate and accommodate multiple
interpretations and points of view
IV.
Longevity; the story must ‘have legs’; it should be capable of being told and retold with relevance and meaning over a sustained period (at least 12 months)



Building the narrative
Narratives should be supported by data (qualitative and quantitative, secondary and, if
available, primary data), but the base insight must be observational; data should be
used to support an insight (employing a technique of ‘reverse research’, see below), but
never to define one.
Reading ‘data runes’ to extract an insight is rarely productive for this exercise; everyone,
essentially, is drawing from the same data set which predicates against discovering an
original insight, it is not a process that supports storytelling, and such an approach
would misrepresent the purpose and objective of the Strategic Narrative. The latter is
not designed to define or convey an absolute truth (that would be the realm of market
research or analytics), it’s purpose is to create a story; a repeatable connection with a
given target audience.
The three steps to building a strategic narrative are (See Appendix B):
I.
A larger story based in observation, intuition and experience into which the
brand proposition can be presented. The insight should focus on the target
audience (not the product or service features). The brand must have relevance
and fit into the insight; the latter cannot be dependent on the brand, the insight
must have longevity; at least 12 months, and it must contain an element of
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II.

debate and discussion; ‘managed risk’ (see above). This is a ‘manual’ process
based on insight, observation and brainstorming.
Reverse research; hypothesis-based research to support the above insight. This
can be based on the huge volume of reputable, public data available (see
Appendix C), which can prove more compelling and credible than brandcommissioned primary research (see the Market research myth, below).
Reverse research should cover both Emotional and Rational elements; see
below.

Reverse research is an incredibly powerful storytelling technique, lifted directly
from the political arena where, for instance, any given inflation or employment
figures can (simultaneously) mean the death of capitalism or an endorsement
for the same, depending on the accompanying narrative. In effect, the task is to
retain data points which endorse the narrative and simply discard those which
do not.
In many cases, Strategic Narratives work well if they are comparative (ie.
‘Millennial Paradox’ – a ‘two box’ narrative; today’s millennials are incredibly
individualistic but simultaneously care passionately about other people’s
opinions39), describe a before and after (ie. ‘Pre/Post Brand’40), or are
contiguous (a ‘three box’ insight around a longer storyline (ie. ‘Consumer
Parallelism’ - today’s consumers exhibit multiple personalities; traditional
market segmentation is dead, multiple personalities can operate
simultaneously, people’s character adapts according to the medium they
happen to be using . . .41). Carefully structuring the insight will ease the degree
with which supporting data points can be catalogued (hence, the ‘boxes’), as
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well as helping to visualize the storyline through the aide of infographics or
videos.
III.

Creative treatment; the next step is to give the insight a name, this is important
part of marketing and propagation of the same. The naming process should
always follow the definition (never start with a name, it rarely generates any
insight of substance), but it remains a crucial element of the process:
• Can it be turned into a hashtag?
• Will it generate intrigue and interest?
• Is it easily sharable?
• Will It propagate organically?
• Does anyone else have it?
Secondly, the narrative should be tightly defined as a ‘boilerplate’; this will
ensure that the integrity and meaning of the insight is maintained throughout.
It will also facilitate the process of ‘embedding’ throughout the campaign (see
below)



Implementing the narrative (traditional)
Implementation of the strategic narrative is based on rigorous implementation of the
following steps; they are designed to gradually increase the scope and range of
engagement (in effect, the media list becomes steadily larger). What connects the
brand with these new influencers is not the product or service, but the Strategic
Narrative. As the relevant media universe expands so does the profitability of the PR
firm; they have a larger field in which to hunt, they can deliver (the same) campaign,
and deliver the same coverage more efficiently. There are seven steps to follow to
implement a Strategic Narrative:
I.
Proactively; create content about the narrative every quarter. Following the
definition, subsequent quarters could look at a particular angle or implication
based on the insight: what does it mean for technology, or human resources, or
women’s inclusion, or marketing etc?
II.
Integrated; to ‘bolt on’ to existing/planned announcements (product launches,
business milestones etc) to make them more relevant and interesting to the Big
Circle
III.
Reactively; to address in coming enquiries (even negative in nature, which
should be addressed with factual accuracy and then driven towards the ‘safe
terrain’ of the Strategic Narrative)
IV.
Opportunistically; to ‘invade’ other people’s stories which are relevant to the
narrative to provide comment and insight of our own (in a relatively risk-free
context)
V.
Accumulate; collect and add fresh data/proof points to support the Strategic
Narrative (reports, anecdotes, news items, market research etc). Ensure that
these are from reputable, non-competitive sources.
VI.
Add new (Big Circle) journalists covering – and likely to cover – the theme to the
media lists; the larger the pool of relevant journalists, the less frequently the
agency will have to call them, the more successful they are likely to be, per call.

VII.

Contact and follow up the above to present the storyline and offer angles,
insights and spokespeople for future stories on the same. This dynamic is
incredibly powerful; the agency’s ‘time/cost’ per pitch reduces (as its
profitability rises). At the same time, journalists are constantly measured on
extending their own contact and reference bases (rather than simply citing the
‘usual suspects’); the more a PR firm is able to introduce new brands to a
feature/news (Big Circle) writer’s portfolio, the more dependent the latter will
become on the agency. This virtuous circle drives agency profitability.



‘Triggers’, ‘anchors’ and ‘fillers’
The above process is facilitated by the following concepts:
 Triggers; public data (qualitative/quantitative) which could be leveraged to
support a particular narrative; these could consist of news stories, anecdotes,
research reports, industry announcements, feature/trend stories, celebrity
quotes, cultural moments . . . . around which the brand could associate, via the
narrative. Such data points should be risk managed (ie. based on reputable,
non-competitive, public sources) and can be either ‘planned’ around predicable,
seasonal events such as cultural moments, conferences, regular reports etc or
‘opportunistic’ leveraging relevant news of the day.
 ‘Anchors’; the narrative-related collaterals that establish the brand’s relevance
to a trigger; they could be owned (white papers, blogs, infographics, relevant
announcement etc), earned (relevant editorial coverage, bylines, interviews
etc), or a combination, referencing the narrative and, therefore, the link back to
the trigger.
 ‘Fillers’; the glue connecting the trigger and the anchor; in traditional terms, this
would be the pitch, using the narrative to link a particular brand to a third party
news item (“Sales of home deliveries are on the rise, can I talk to you about the
concept of ‘binge watching’ which could be one of the factors beyond this
trend?”). When extending to social media, fillers are the 140/280 character
Twitter post or punchy Facebook post which services the same purpose (see
‘Cosmo quotes’ (above) and also below); in these cases, a url to the anchor
could also be included to further reinforce the connection.



Strategic Proactive Press Office
Using the above techniques to define a Strategic Narrative, the Proactive Press Office
principles can be applied, but now on a much larger scale. The principles of
‘interpreting’ the World for clients, and inserting them in relevant stories and
conversations, is no longer limited to their particular sector or activity. The Strategic
Narrative effectively releases the agency from such constraints, opening up possibilities
to associate the brand with a limitless number of conversations; all legitimized and ‘preapproved’ by the narrative process.
This approach represents a massive risk mitigation strategy for the PR agency; instead of
being dependent on and constrained by a finite number of reasonably well informed,

specialist media, the field becomes potentially limitless. New journalist contacts are
easier to engage; they are generally less informed and – since the frequency of contact
is far lower – more open to covering a particular client. In effect, adherence to steps I.VII. (above) ensures that the list of potentially relevant journalists increases (as does
agency profitability) . . . . every day.
As we’ll see below, Strategic Services (based on Strategic Narratives) can represent a key
differentiator for the agency; in addition to ‘de risking’ the campaign (it will no longer be
dependent on a finite number of journalists or influencers; but potentially relevant to
exponentially more), it can represent a sales channel for the agency to propose new and
alternative activities (see Sales and Marketing). It is the logic behind advertising’s ‘Freedom
within a framework’ methodology for global campaigns, but applied to PR42.
Many PR agencies are intuitively applying this logic on a punctual basis. The beauty of this
codified technique is that, once the client acknowledges and approves the logic of entering the
Big Circle of engagement, such a decision cannot be undone (in the absence of a radical shift
away from a given audience). In effect, the client is ‘cornered’.
Such ‘audience-based’ programming offers far more scope for upselling than traditional Small
Circle campaigns43. This represents the practical expression of the Theory of Adjacent
Conversations; the power and opportunity to push brands into larger stories in a systematic,
scalable, coherent, meaningful manner. A technique to differentiate and fuel profitability and
growth for a PR firm.
The nature, complexity and opacity of the technique render it virtually invisible to competitive
agencies – it’s about ‘storytelling’, not a traditional ‘brand’ campaign – and it will be very
difficult for them to spot the process, imitate it, and displace the incumbent. In fact, if
accompanied by a rigorous, daily delivery of the Essential Services described above, it would be
impossible.
Even if a competitive ‘integrated’ agency were to identify the technique, it is unlikely to be in a
position to drive it every day through Essential Services. Marketing services business models do
not support the nourishing of relationships and daily delivery of PPO; they recruit neither the
staff nor provision the time for such activities. There is also a more pervasive explanation
limiting a marketing service/advertising agency’s capacity to occupy this terrain; it conflicts with
their core proposition. The latter is based on the primacy of the brand; the Theory of Adjacent
Conversations is based on the subordination of the same.
This technique is designed exclusively for the PR profession to scale and prosper in an
increasingly integrated world. It is based and dependent on the profession’s core strengths of
storytelling, real time response and ongoing client support based on the wider World’s agenda.

Overt and covert implementation
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Strategic services can be implemented in partnership with the client, where the latter
participates in some or all of the narrative development; from defining the audience, to signing
off the narrative name. The advantages of this approach are that the strategic thinking is visible,
and, hopefully, a source of stimulation and motivation for all parties.
The disadvantage is that is can delay the process; in addition to extensive approvals that may be
required, it can precipitate multiple meetings, including with marketing/agency partners whose
‘brand first’ approach will – by definition – be diametrically opposed to Adjacency (see above).
The ideal scenario would be complementary, where both Big Circle and Small circle campaigns
work simultaneously, involving all partners, in a mutually beneficial manner.
My sense and experience is that overt implementation can be extremely time consuming, and
fraught with resistance, not necessarily by the marcoms contact, but by their ecosystem of
agencies whose proposition is based on the primacy of the brand in all conversations.
Suggesting that the latter can, at the same time, be considered subordinate to other
conversations, and building a strategy around the same, contradicts, not merely their instincts
(and egos), but their business models.
Without doubt, with suitable supportive/strong clients, overt implementation would be the
ideal scenario, but I’ve also developed a contingency approach.
Covert implementation can be conducted to demonstrate the approach, avoiding the above
pitfalls. The Strategic Narrative would be developed as outlined, but by the agency (only), and
suitable content ‘embedded’ with narrative storylines and references. While the client approves
all such content, the systematic presence of a planned, larger storyline within the same is not
highlighted to the client; content submitted in a purely conventional style and against the usual
criteria for approval.
Once the Strategic Narrative starts gaining traction – pretty easy to measure by tracking
references, online mentions of the narrative ‘name’, and demonstrating the broader range of
titles that have suddenly become relevant, for instance – the client can be appraised of the
same. The latter could take the form of a detailed explanation of the process behind the
narrative, or simply a reference to ‘serendipity’ (‘it seems to be striking a chord . . . ‘); either
way, the agency is liberated from the constraints of the Small Circle.

The use of secondary data
Both the Essential and Strategic Services described above are dependent on the use of third
party data – desk research, secondary sources etc – to support and validate stories. This
principle is absolutely fundamental to both the Theory of Adjacent Conversations and the
principles of codification.
In common with the latter, the PR industry has proved absolutely resistant to such an approach;
this, despite the fact that journalists, writers, academics and other storytellers not only base
their work on previously published data, they make a virtue of it.
The ability to marshal reputable, third party (ie not commissioned by/for the client), qualitative
and quantitative data to support a particular story, is probably the most important skill any

aspiring PR professional can possess. The myth of client commissioned (or ‘primary’) research
has been exposed; PR firms that continue to rely on such an approach will also be. I’ve written
extensively on this subject previously44.
Rest in Peace (RIP) ‘FYI’; the power of the cover note45
One final consideration – and one which PR’s aspiration to be considered more strategic and
consultative – is to ensure that every single contact PR firms with clients (or prospects) conveys
an element of insight and context. The accompanying cover note is essential for two reasons:



Most clients will view content and make decisions from their mobile device; most
attachments (particularly heavy files) are rarely read
An unaccompanied attachment – ‘FYI’ – misses an opportunity to provide context and
validation for the message. The latter is crucial; after all, PR agencies should always
(politely) advise clients what to think . . . .

Results, coverage, insights, opportunities should always be shared with an accompanying cover
note, to explain the positioning, highlight the strategy, and justify the same. This means that, if
a Strategic Narrative has enabled the brand to engage a particular journalist for the first time, if
our PPO strategy has generated stand-alone coverage for no cost, or if a third party piece of
market research provides more fuel to a particular storyline, the PR agency should make this
clear in our emails. Every message represents an opportunity to showcase and reinforce the
agency’s counsel.
Ultimately, clients will stop opening attachments, and start forwarding them direct to their
stakeholders, they will start using our ‘vernacular’ to position and validate their campaigns . . .
and dependency on the agency will be complete.
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3. Sales and marketing; an exclusive club
Public relations is notoriously intangible; we are purveyors of ‘sentiment’ and ‘feeling’, and so
are our clients. A PR agency’s sales and marketing function must, therefore, convey the benefits
of membership that extend beyond the transactional. Firms who understand this, convey the
impression of an exclusive club whose members enjoy privileges that include, but extend
beyond, media coverage.
Can we introduce them to relevant industry contacts, are they interested in meeting other
clients, can we connect them with stimulating influencers, can we share insights, new thinking
and best practice that can further their careers; in short, do we represent a reliable guide
through the world of influence?
So many firms focus exclusively on the deliverables, and neglect this ‘intangible’ aspect of the
client/agency relationship. Results and professional competence remain absolute, make no
mistake; but they are no longer sufficient to differentiate a great PR firm.
In common with the theme of this book, the PR agency’s own sales and marketing function can
be codified. The key pillars I’ll cover are: Marketing and Sales (Organic and Inorganic).
Marketing
In short, agencies should themselves practice the art of Adjacent
Conversations. Pick a relevant theme regarding a target audience
(or that of key clients), develop and insight, fuel it with research, and
propagate. Unlike our advertising cousins, who are generous with
their research, data and perspectives on the World46 (as well as their
respective roles in it) PR firms are notoriously reticent to engage;
there is one wonderful, notable exception47.
The nature and heritage of our industry has tended to restrict PR’s
role to a type of ‘behind-the-scenes’ invisible hand, conveying
messaging, and mitigating risk. But the industry is ideally placed to
comment on all aspects of socio-economic trends, cultural shifts and
consumer behaviour.
Firms need to be careful about how they define their particular
narrative – it should be designed to showcase their knowledge and
their protagonism, rather than critique the competition (or potential
clients). However, applying some criteria, it should be possible to a
PR firm to propagate a compelling insight about the world in which
they operate and propagate it in a manner that demonstrates their
relationships and storytelling skills.
I would suggest that suitable, non-contradictory B2B and B2C
Strategic Narratives be developed, and implemented using steps I-VII outlined in the previous
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chapter. In addition to a source of IP, these narratives could also provide a basis for quarterly
events, speaking opportunities, roundtable discussions, as well as proactive pitching etc. In
essence, a compelling and relevant thread through which to differentiate the agency.

Sales
The principles of relationship building, pipeline management, and lead conversion have been
well documented by multiple MBA tutors. My focus is on the codification of two principle sales
pillars for PR agencies: Organic and Inorganic. The latter, is based on existing client
relationships, the former on new ones.


Organic sales and the art of ‘Discrete Selling’
The Strategic Narrative is, in fact, a discrete sales funnel. The scope to propose (and
charge for) additional activities within the Small Circle is extremely limited. Such a
scenario is characterized by a finite set of influencers, all of whom have a high degree of
sector knowledge, most of whom have a predisposed opinion on the same. Varying the
delivery or style of content is unlikely to make much difference to them. Small Circle
upsell is notoriously difficult to justify.
This is why access to the Big Circle is so critical; not merely to ‘de-risk’ the agency from
its reliance on a finite set of opinionated influencers, enabling it to propose and sell
new, and potentially lucrative, services. And the thread that keeps this gift giving . . . . ?
The Strategic Narrative, of course! Once implemented (overtly or covertly and then
rationalized post facto), a box of delights awaits the PR firm.
This is because, thanks to the Strategic Narrative, the ‘selling process’ has already been
completed and validated; presence amongst Big Circle influencers, via a repeated and
repeatable storyline effectively removes any approval barrier – the precedent has
already been established. Clients could accept or reject a particular incremental idea on
the grounds of budget, priorities or taste, but never the strategy. Assuming alignment
with the Strategic Narrative, the former would automatically be ‘pre-approved’.
So, a B2B media relations programme on Internet security, can be upsold to a broader
digital/social programme around the importance/role of security amongst different
societal groups (work/home); a carrier-to-carrier telecoms campaign can be extended to
a ‘future of work’ roundtable discussion; a B2C kitchen goods product review
programme can be stretched to wider societal content on the evolution of family
relationships within the home . . . . . all fueled by suitable, audience-based insights
which can justify and connect the brand with the same.
A further advantage of this approach – as outlined in the previous chapter – is that it’s
impossible for a traditional marcoms agency to ‘decrypt’, and not necessarily in their
interest to do so, since such ‘audience-based’ programming represents an antithesis to
their business model. The Strategic Narrative, therefore, represents a powerful

instrument for PR firms to occupy marcoms territory and spend from traditional
incumbent agencies.
Discrete Selling reflects the evolution from Essential Services to Strategic Services; even
in the event that actual upselling proves unsuccessful (due to budget constraints) access
to the Big Circle facilitated by the Strategic Narrative has already de-risked the account
and reduced servicing costs, since the journalist pool from whom to generate results has
been extended, and the programme can be run more efficiently.
The Discrete Selling Chart below illustrates the complementarity and potential of using
the Strategic Narrative as a sales tool. Once the ‘thread’ is established across Essential
Services, the upsell opportunities around this storyline are infinite; the narrative
represents a ‘universal logic’ underpinning and justifying the same.



Earned Social/Digital
While the integration (and propagation) of a Strategic Narrative across other
incremental activities may appear intuitive – commissioning research to endorse
the insight, chairing a roundtable discussion to discuss it, or threading the same
through a speaking opportunity – it’s worth spending some time on the above
extension in particular. This has the potential to be the most differentiating for
the agency, and the most lucrative; it also has the potential to expose the
marcoms myth a paid component is essential for content and reputation to
propagate online.
The concepts of ‘triggers’, ‘anchors’ and ‘fillers’ have been introduced in the
Implementing the narrative (traditional) chapter above. Social/digital is where
these instruments come into their own, on a daily basis. This technique permits
the brand to participate in a broader range of conversations (ie beyond their
immediate sector or portfolio) potentially, every day. Brands connect to the

same – not through their offering – by via the narrative, this ensures mutual
relevance between the brand and its audience.
The following example illustrates the process; in this instance the narrative is
based on the insight that millennials negotiate everything and with everyone:
Today’s youth – specifically under the age of 25 – trade, and negotiate
everything; from the deals they secure on Flipkart, to the (selective)
friends they invite onto Snapchat. Price comparison and daily deal sites
have transformed the consumer from informed bargain hunter into
“mini stockbroker,” able to weigh the value of a particular product on a
given day or within a given time period.
Such decision-making is incredibly complex and completely individual,
based on the specific circumstances and priorities of each consumer; and
India’s youth are experts. But negotiation isn’t restricted to price and
product, ‘Generation Arbitrage’ is basing buying decisions on a host of
other criteria, from loyalty points and discounts, to additional services
and volume . . .
Such a narrative could be used by any brand looking to target smart, pricesensitive, tech savvy youth, preferably through online services (or products that
are available via the Web, for instance).

The above diagram illustrates how, by using the narrative, the brand could
associate with a completely independent news story relating to its target
demographic. The fact that millennials are increasingly using online tools to
search for travel deals represents an endorsement of the Arbitrage Generation
insight; as long as the source of the report doesn’t represent a direct competitor

to the brand, it can associate with it online, and generate further conversations
around the same.
In this case, the ‘trigger’ is ‘opportunistic’ (ie unplanned, based on constantly
surveilling the media for relevant, narrative-endorsing news), ‘anchors’ range
from generic hashtags to specially generated surveys or blogs propagating the
discussion further; all of which associate and embed the brand within the story
and, importantly, their target demographic. ‘Anchors’ would be designed and
optimized according to their platform; whether an owned blog, or an earned
byline, or a sharable video etc generated around the ‘trigger’.
‘Triggers’ could equally well be ‘planned’; trade conferences, quarterly surveys,
seasonal events etc could all represent potential ‘triggers’ to a given narrative.
In these instances, supporting ‘anchor’ content (bylines, blogs, video,
infographics, captions, quotes etc) could be drafted and approved in advance.
‘Trigger calls’ are the daily client connect confirming the precise content that
will be issued each morning, namely: the proposed ‘trigger’, the ‘anchor’ and
the accompanying ‘filler’. In most cases, these elements could be planned and
scheduled in advance; the ‘trigger call’ also facilitates opportunistic response to
relevant, unplanned news that could also be leveraged. Daily ‘triggers calls’ are
an essential part of this process; typically, held between 9h and 9h15 every
morning and proceeded by a written agenda with proposed content, this
timetable ensures that content can be dispatched before 10am every morning,
and time threshold to optimise online discussions and trends.
In all cases, ‘triggers’ would have to be risk assessed in advance (content should
be in the public domain, and from a reputable, non-competitive source), but the
potential to organically stretch and embed the brand in an extended range of
conversations, all of which are relevant to the target audience is infinite.
In addition to the ‘trigger call’ process, protocols and criteria should be
established to enable the brand to respond to ad hoc triggers in real time during
the day; such activities really drive organic engagement and – given that they
should be based around a pre-approved narrative – the approval process should
be equally real-time.
The key – and the recurring motif of this book – is that the audience is the
protagonist throughout, no longer the brand; the Strategic Narrative is simply a
codified proxy through which to connect with them on a sustained and
repeatable basis.
Anchoring is the process of connecting the brand via the Strategic Narrative
back to relevant the products/services. Digital anchors could include:
o Hashtags

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Calls to action (complete a survey, attend an event . . .)
Sharable content (videos etc)
Infographics
Earned coverage
Owned blogs
Photo captions
Memes
Relevant press release/announcements
Speeches
Paid
etc

Each of the above requires a distinct treatment; traditional, earned content is
subject to the particular publication, earned blogs can be self-defined, videos
and images are typically designed to be sharable, social media is generally more
provocative than print etc. Varying the ‘anchor’ during the course of a quarter
can provide a valuable insight into the type of content which is generating
engagement, indications of the same could include the volume of downloads
(for video, for instance), shares, comments (on a blog), likes, responses (to a
poll) etc.
‘Trigger’ and ‘Anchor’ reports’ are an analysis of the same; typically produced on
a quarterly basis and designed to inform the following quarter’s content. If
infographics and photos are generating higher engagement than blogs and
bylines, then perhaps the content could be optimized accordingly for future
quarters (subject to budgets etc).


Inorganic sales and ‘Component-based pitching’
The science of ‘component-based pitching’ is based on the insight that a) all/most
competitive pitches are based around the same criteria, and b) the least effective way to
compile and win such business is through a dedicated team/person responsible for all
aspects of the same. The ‘component-based pitching’ approach enables distinct
elements of the pitch to be subdivided and delegated to a wider team, ensuring
consistency, coherence, and a common thread throughout. The process still requires an
owner and coordinator, but much of the legwork can be distributed and completed
simultaneously.
The key elements of any pitch are:
 The brief; what is the request, what is the business/competitive context, what
role can PR play? Who are the personalities, who are the decision-makers, what
do they consider critical success factors?


The insight; desk research, influencer feedback, qualitative/quantitative data
etc. In most occasions the insight can be distilled to one of the following:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o


Market entry/evolution; the brand has to build credibility and
association in a new market/sector/geography
Market consolidation; a lack of clear competitive differentiator between
brands
Regulation/legislation; limiting the degree to which the brand can
differentiate or promote its offering
Litigation; a contested market environment
Employee engagement; the brand has to recruit/retain a particular skill
set
Crisis; the brand is in the midst of/recovering from a period of intense
negativity due to a particular incident or policy
Irrelevance; the brand’s core market has become obsolete due to new
market entrants and/or regulatory changes
Budget cuts; following a merger/acquisition, for instance, the brand is
forced to make its marcoms spend go further
Etc

The strategy; in each case, a suitable Strategic Narrative can play a crucial role
in mitigating or exploiting the situation; whether to create relevance, to move
the conversation into a safer terrain, or to increase engagement volume without
driving up costs. In essence, Adjacent Conversations can represent a universal
response to the above. Particularly if presented in a manner that references the
brand’s particular predicament.
I’m not suggesting it could represent the only response to a particular brief –
complementary strategies may also be relevant – but Strategic Narratives do
represent a good starting point to demonstrate the agency’s approach,
differentiation and strategic thinking.



The tactics; this is where component-based thinking comes into its own; below
is a typical example of an annual programme:

Each element is already clearly defined internally (see Essential and Strategic
Services), so teams are tasks simply with building relevant, illustrative examples
of the same. An audience-based Strategic Narrative can be rapidly developed
using the methodology outlined (in reality, adopting the tried and tested
advertising model, in many instances a previous/existing narrative can often be
amended for the same). Treatments for this narrative can be rapidly generated
as campaigns, events and collaterals using the same approach, and each
anchoring back to the brand (or proposition).
PPOs can also be developed and presented on the day of the pitch,
demonstrating both Small Circle pitching to the news of the day, together with
extended Big Circle anchoring around the narrative. When following up after
the meeting, always do this the following day, which provides an opportunity to
accompany the proposal with a fresh set of triggers and anchors further
demonstrating the approach and its potential.
In effect, based on the above methodology, teams are able to rapidly divide up
and ‘assemble’ a proposition (see Appendix B; New Business Planning
Template). The latter could take various forms, from traditional documentation
and slideware, to more interactive images and video (or a combination), the
methodology is not prescriptive in this sense; what it does guarantee is the
generation of a relevant proposal in which the agency’s strategic thinking and
creativity can be displayed.


The metrics and measurement; while the debate on ROI and ‘tangible’ business
benefits proceeds, I offer a couple of pragmatic (and free) solutions:
Left is an example of A real time, diagnostic
tracker for coverage and media engagement.
• Volume; articles/circulation
• Depth; top tier coverage
• Engagement; meetings, one-to-ones,
journalist contact
A combination of these three parameters is
the sign of a functioning programme.
Shortfalls also indicate where remedial action
is required. For instance - high volume / low
depth; suggests deeper
engagement/exclusives, more local content
required etc.
It’s not wholly scientific (what metrics methodology is?) but it has numerous
other advantages including the fact that its intuitive, actionable and free.

For social/digital, I focus on the following:
o For owned social media assets
• Reach, impressions
• Engagement
• Geographic and demographic footprint
o For open social media conversations
• Volume of conversations
• Estimated reach/impressions
• Authors/contributors
• Sentiment
o For campaigns and collaborations with influencers
• Estimated reach/impressions
• Resulting engagement
For measuring engagement, quarterly ‘Anchor’ and ‘Trigger’ reports tracking the
degree to which and proportion of which content is being shared and
downloaded is hard to beat in terms of proof and actionable insight.


The budget; based on the above and an understanding of the prospects
particular situation.

Compilation of the above approach – from brief to tactics – should under-pinned by
what I call ‘hypothesis-based research’; we know that the solution (in whole or part) is
the implementation of a Strategic Narrative.
This is a classic sales technique; the life insurance sales person’s raison d’etre is not
only/necessarily the wellbeing of the client (although s/he is unlikely to wish them
harm). The salesperson’s principle objective is to sell a life insurance policy, and
preferably one which generates the highest commission. I’m not suggesting an
inevitable conflict of interest – it is perfectly possible for both the client’s and the
salesperson’s objectives to intersect. But the ‘right’ policy for the salesperson is one
that differentiates him/her, which guarantees a stream of commission and, presumably,
one which opens up the possibility of selling additional services to the client and/or the
client’s friends and family. To this end, the salesperson will prepare accordingly, citing
facts, figures, data; preparing arguments and propositions that steer the client towards
the same. In all likelihood, the sales pitch will be exclusively focused on this proposition,
referencing (only) evidence that supports the same.
‘Hypothesis-based research’ reflects precisely the same approach; the client briefing
process, the research and data collection process, social/digital tracking . . . . should
always be designed to lead back to a need to access the Big Circle of audience-based
programming. The media audit, the influencer dipstick, coverage analysis, analyst
feedback, consumer surveys etc . . . . should all be presented in a way that suggests

Adjacency. . . . is the ideal approach for the brand’s particular predicament. Is the
brand present in all the media that targets the desired audience? Does the target
audience currently care about the brand or its proposition? What do they care about,
and how can the brand connect with the same?
Never waste time on generic research – a list of media covering/not covering a
particular brand and/or competitors does not constitute and insight, and it will not
differentiate the agency. Hypothesis-based research about a particular audience and
how to engage them will; as with the example of our heroic insurance salesperson – the
answer will always be a life insurance policy. For us, it will be the deployment of an
appropriate Strategic Narrative.
While the above approach will enable the agency to rapidly generate compelling,
strategic, creative campaigns, other tips and tricks on organic pitching include:
 Pitch essentials; ensure that everyone in the room from the agency side has a
role and is adequately prepared on the same48. If they are not, they don’t
participate; and that extends to the agency lead.
 Instant planning; the technique outlined in Essential Services can seamlessly
applied to the pitch process. Whatever question or doubt the prospect raises
regarding the viability of a particular idea can be effortlessly deconstructed,
verified and presented (Content/Media Relations/Logistics).
 Who’s working for whom? Absolutely, go with a Big Idea; every pitch should
have one, based on insights and that differentiates the agency. However,
ensure to watch your dependencies; who would actually do the work . . .? If you
are proposing a partnership with schools, who has the database, who
understands the compliance procedures, who is going to make the calls? If you
are suggesting an experiential, great; but who is going to secure permissions for
the use of public space, who is going to ensure the media attends, where is the
news . . . ? Instant planning remains a rigorous tool for verifying such
considerations; in general, clients don’t tend to award work to PR firms who
promise to create more work for them . . .
 The power of touch; don’t reduce everything to a PowerPoint presentation or
electronic documentation; prospects still appreciate something tangible. If you
are demonstrating the ability to generate ink (certain clients place great store in
this; either humour them or avoid them – my recommendation is the former)
bring in the coverage books, handout the relevant newspapers, if you are
describing mock-ups, print them and hand them out, if you are going to build a
digital timeline for them, print out what last month’s could have looked like,
complete with the proposed narrative . . . . Such props add an alternative
dynamic to proceedings, they will generate interest and curiosity from
prospects who were not necessarily present at the pitch, and make a wonderful
conversation point.

48
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Care about what the prospect cares about; if the prospect has recently won an
award, delivered a great campaign, implemented a new creative . . . . be
passionate about it when you meet them, you can be assured that they will be
Retro fit the narrative; if you are proposing a particular Strategic Narrative, rewrite the previous month’s press releases or bylines embedding the storyline to
demonstrate the relevance and impact of the approach. And yes, hand hard
copies out . . .
Live the PPO; either as part of Essential Services or Strategic Services,
demonstrate how the agency could have made the prospect relevant in that
morning’s news. Pick up relevant ‘Triggers’ from the day’s headlines, and anchor
them back to the prospect, either directly (Essential) or via a Strategic Narrative
(Strategic). And the following day, when you send the presentation and
documents, repeat the process from that day’s headlines . . . .

Strategic Narrative caveats
The above approach and methodology is particularly relevant for clients with limited
budgets, clients whose business are being impacted by the issues described in the
Insight section above. Strategic Narratives can help mitigate risk and regulatory
constraints, generate volumes relatively cheaply, and – in the case of international
brands entering new markets – provide local relevance and meaning (without re-wiring
the brand).
The above accounts for the majority of ongoing and new business opportunities,
particularly beyond the US and London. However, some caveats should be considered
when applying the logic of Adjacency to the new business process:


Double jeopardy; never go ‘cold’ into a prospect meeting and pitch more than
one concept; if you pitch two there is a strong chance that at least one will be
rejected. In the case of Adjacency, the latter represents one concept – the idea
of the brand as subordinate to other people’s conversations, and that the latter
provide the starting point for any communications – is sufficiently complex and
counter-intuitive to grasp. Even if this is accepted, the proposal of an actual
Strategic Narrative (ie. Millennial Arbitrage . . . . ) invariably proves a step too
far. Most marcoms/communications contacts will instinctively default to their
brand messaging and proof points; the apparent absence of the same in the
proposed Strategic Narrative will generate consternation and inevitably lead to
rejection.
Concepts should always be presented individually; spend time with the
prospect, prime him/her on the concept and examples of Adjacency . . . . .
Present it as a possible solution to their particular problems before proposing an
actual Strategic Narrative. If time/logistics doesn’t permit this, then apply
‘Component-based Pitching’ method to assemble the proposal sans Strategic
Narrative, and simply explain the methodology (with other examples) of how it

could work. If you do win the business, the client will be a part of process to
develop the Strategic Narrative so his/her endorsement will be implicit.
Beware of double jeopardy; never, never, never pitch more than one concept at
the same time.





‘Tangible’ sectors; Adjacency is neither required nor appropriate for all sectors.
This is particularly the case with products which, by their nature, are iconic:
cars, luxury brands, jewelry, Apple technology, anything relating to Tesla/Elon
Musk . . . . These are what I call ‘tangible’; they are already (currently) a part of
people’s daily conversations. The nature of the sectors will ensure a sufficiently
large ‘Circle’ of engagement, to generate traction on an ongoing basis. In such
circumstances, a proposal based on audience-based programming will simply
confuse or irritate the prospect. Such an approach is irrelevant and unnecessary.
In such cases, the brand itself will always be the protagonist.



Client/prospect sensitivity; in addition to the above considerations, it is
important to assess the prospects particular situation and the degree to which
s/he would appreciate an audience-led approach. I urge caution about being
too fanatical; unlike the life insurance salesperson, PR agencies have multiple
other approaches to follow. Faced with resistance at the pitch stage, I would
adopt a more conventional, brand first, proposition; once the business is
secured, a covert approach to a Strategic Narrative can always be adopted.



Don’t neglect the Small Circle; Adjacency is a strategy designed to differentiate
and generate more value for the PR agency. It should never be considered an
alternative to traditional, sector-specific PR. Core Small Circle skills such as
knowing specialist journalists, propagating announcements, managing launches,
etc remain as essential as ever; it’s just that they are no longer sufficient to
either differentiate the agency or drive growth. Adjacency should always be
considered a complement, rather than an alternative. New business proposals
should reflect the same.

Pricing; projects and retainers
My first principle is never to offer a discount on a punctual, one off, project; quite the
opposite, this should be charged at a premium. Projects generally represent a greater
risk for the PR agency; new relationships and sectors to navigate, limited scope for
contingency in the event that the project doesn’t generate the traction desired . . . . I
always apply the following pricing principles to projects:
 The agency must validate the scope and nature of the news/announcement
before committing; if the proposed content is unlikely to generate the desired
results, the agency should resist assuming the project (and all the associated
risk). The period prior to accepting the brief represents the only opportunity for
the agency to negotiate/manage its risk.







A project must have a finite start and end date; the latter must be scrupulously
defined in terms of time or deliverables. Every moment that the account
continues to be serviced after this date erodes the limited profit that projects
generate, so precision is crucial.
Effective risk management is key; unless the agency is convinced that the
required deliverables can be attained within the scope and time period of the
project, it makes no sense to accept.
Fees for a project must be measurably higher than for the equivalent retainer;
the agency mustn’t ‘incentivize’ a client’s lack of commitment
In the event of repeat projects, the agency should never guarantee the presence
of the same/specific team members on the account; again, this ‘privilege’
should be reserved for clients who commit to a long term relationship.

Retainer business offers much more scope to build a relationship with a client, establish
a rapport, and surpass expectations on a long term basis. Such considerations should
help to define the appropriate pricing strategy. Either way, always ensure a measurable
set of deliverables are scheduled the for first quarter; while clients love strategic
thinking, they are notoriously loath to pay for it, especially at the beginning of a
relationship. The opening quarter of any new client relationship should be all about
execution.
The codification of the entire process – for Essential Services and Strategic Services –
represents a good template for pricing; there will be differences in activity volumes
between clients, and also between B2B and B2C briefs, but each component can be
internally priced, based on time/levels required as a starting point.

4. Operations; time as a currency
Public relations is the effective management of time. PR firms typically possess no patented
technology, no exclusive access, no proprietary machinery (despite Publicis’ promise of the
same49) . . . . one firm can’t dial quicker, type quicker, brainstorm quicker, research quicker,
proof read quicker . . . . than another. At least on a sustained basis in a manner that can ensure
competitive advantage and guaranteed margin.
It may sound brutal and unromantic, but the PR firm which best manages the available hours of
the day, is the one most likely to prosper; and that means, not merely financially, but
strategically and creatively. For PR agencies, time is a currency.
Just like lawyers, accountants, management consultants, psychologists and – yes – plumbers50,
we bill ‘per hour’. While the aforementioned professions have made a virtue out of ruthless
adherence to time allocation, tracking and ‘billing potentials’, public relations still considers the
concept slightly undignified; we are in the creative business, the argument goes, our efficiency is
based on relationships . . . . you can’t put that on a time sheet. Time sheet ‘refuseniks’ have
been abetted by the shift towards the integrated model; advertising agencies don’t bill by hour,
they are campaign-based, they enjoy the freedom to be creative, and so should we!
Let me puncture a few misconceptions. First, even the most creative professions jealously guard
their most precious of resources; time. Novelist, Haruki Murakami’s schedule resembles that of
a military boot camp:
“When I’m in writing mode for a novel, I get up at 4:00 am and work for five to six hours.
In the afternoon, I run for 10km or swim for 1500m (or do both), then I read a bit and
listen to some music. I go to bed at 9:00 pm. I keep to this routine every day without
variation . . .”.
There are countless other examples of real creativity being derived from structure and
discipline51. Even large advertising agencies have understood this dynamic; Omnicom’s
consolidated offices in South London52 (the other side of the river and far from London’s
traditional creative heart), as more to do with financial logic than creativity.
Secondly, time (and resource) discipline does not compromise creativity; in fact, they are
complementary. The more time saved by ‘routinizing’ certain tasks, the more space available to
be creative; to brainstorm, to discuss, to plan, the experiment. I would also suggest that
resource constraints (budgets, limited briefs etc) actually enhance the creative process; knowing
that you can’t simply ‘buy’ a celebrity endorsement means that alternative (even, guerilla)
tactics are required. Also see my trademarked, “ . . . the client isn’t paying is enough to be
creative” myth, highlighted last year53.
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Thirdly, as I remarked most recently to the International Public Relations Association (IPRA)54,
one key differentiator between the world of public relations and advertising is the rhythm of our
work; our advertising contemporaries build campaigns, they work to self/client imposed
deadlines. In effect, their work tends to be ‘seasonal’ in nature, based around product launches
and fixed events. Public relations professionals deal with a ‘third element’ beyond the clientagency relationship – the media, whose deadlines are increasingly real time. PR works to other
people’s agenda; we are by nature responders, improvisers, exploiters, leveragers, and
optimizers of others’ priorities.
Within my current firm, we’re embracing this ‘mastery of time’; we are tracking and
standardizing many aspects of service delivery; leaving more time and resources for the
unplanned and unexpected. While the latter contribute to less than 20% of our actual activities
such as crisis management, rapid competitive responses, leveraging/exploiting the news of the
day etc, they account for 40-50% of the time spent during the month. If we assume that such
contingencies typically require senior-level intervention, and that up to half our monthly activity
could be assumed by the same, the benefit of rigorously time managing the remaining routine,
planned activities becomes even more apparent. It amazes me that some of these principles
still remain taboo within PR:
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Time is the only absolute; all agencies irrespective of their size and prestige are subject
to the same constraints – a finite amount of working time per day.
The secret is not necessarily to maximize the number of ‘billable hours’ per day per se,
but to decide how much time should be focused on chargeable activities (copywriting,
media relations etc) and optimize the same, leaving aside a certain amount of time for
non-billable – but equally important – activities (professional development, sales and
marketing etc)
The fastest method may not be the best. It’s not a race, we are not trying to identify
‘the fastest copywriter in the West . . . ’. We are trying to find a method for repeatable
tasks (from researching to fact checking) that will guarantee a certain level of
consistency and quality, and which can be replicated by, potentially, 1,000+ people (how
big do you want your firm to be, again?).
Not all billable hours are equal. An account director’s time – by definition - is more
expensive than that of an account executive, so the more that we are able to empower
the latter to contribute to the former’s work, the more free time (and profits) the
agency will enjoy.
Not all hours in the day are equal. Simplistically, mornings are worth more to PR
agencies – the chance to seize the day and the initiative – than afternoons; but there are
other considerations. Media pitching during publication deadlines is likely to be as
counter-productive as cold calling them on a Friday evening (or Monday morning); so
why do it? If there is an optimal time to engage journalists, why not (re)-structure your
day accordingly?

https://www.ipra.org/news/itle/itl-249-back-to-the-future-pr-must-return-to-its-earned-roots-for-a-place-at-the-integrated-table/

The truth is that if PR agencies aspire towards genuine consultancy (as opposed to simple
implementation) than effective time management – in all its sense – is an absolute. Such
discipline is not a barrier to creativity, it is a prerequisite; in the words of the greatest of all
‘Time Absolutists’, Ernest Hemmingway55:
When I am working on a book or a story I write every morning as soon after first light as
possible. There is no one to disturb you and it is cool or cold and you come to your work
and warm as you write. You read what you have written and, as you always stop when
you know what is going to happen next, you go on from there.

Other operational essentials I’ve learned are:
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Contracts:
o Always insist on payment in US$ or Euros; in the event of a local currency
depreciated, you’ll be insulated. In the case of international clients, all their
budgets will be provisioned in such reserve currencies, so this will make no
difference to them (irrespective of what they claim). This approach will also
amortize the effects of inflation and – in the case of an overseas agency whose
costs are entirely in local currency – it guarantees a steady ‘default’ annual
increment (for the same scope)
o Always insist on local legal jurisdiction in the event of a dispute. Most
international clients would default to the US or Europe (London) in such cases;
but the cost and complexity facing a local agency in one market trying to
defend/fight a cause in another would be untenable. A contract with US legal
jurisdiction, for instance, would offer zero real protection to a Brazilian PR firm.
This point should be non-negotiable.
o Liability; this should never extend beyond the value of the professional fees
provisioned in the contact. This is a matter of principle and proportionality.
o Always ensure that mandates are clearly defined; such carve outs will help avoid
conflicts and also clarify scope for increment:
 Business division; what is the scope of products/services/division the
agency is representing? Make this scope as tight and definitive as
possible; vague, generic ‘brand’ scopes don’t serve this purpose
effectively. Beyond products/services, if the mission can be even more
specific (corporate, crisis mitigation, channel/partner communications
etc) even better.
 Services provided; are the public relations, public affairs, content
development, digital/social media, influencer engagement etc? These

https://jamesclear.com/daily-routines-writers
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services overlap, but their nature and objectives are distinct. Their
precise nature should be spelled out in the contract.
 Geography; as above. The locations (and even languages) should be
defined as tightly as possible.
These three parameters represent leverage for the agency to leverage, either in
the event of potential conflict (to reduce the possibility of a direct mandate
overlap), and in terms of ‘mission creep’ where the original brief becomes
something different, leaving the agency exposed.
Payment and collections. Remember, most PR firms bill at the end of a month;
therefore, a client that pays immediately is already (in theory) 30 days in
arrears. While agencies can get away with paying salaries and certain third
party expenses in arears, rent, infrastructure (even if amortized) is paid on or in
advance of use. This discrepancy represents a huge issue in terms of cashflow;
small delays from clients can generate disproportionate gaps in cashflow. The
key is to remember:
 Payment at the end of the month is already in arrears: 30 days is really
60 days…..60 days is really 90 days….Therefore, 90 days, in reality, is a
bad debt.
 No client should ever pass 60 days of non-payment (90 days, in real
terms); work should always, without fail cease immediately
 Projects should be paid in part/full in advance; any third party expenses
relating to the same should always be paid in advance (or, ideally, direct
by the client)
 Expenses paid through the agency should always be accompanied by a
(dissuasive) administration fee; this covers not merely the man hours
but the credible/cashflow risk associated with the same

Infrastructure:
o Your business is never under greater threat than when you are moving between
offices; specifically, the day you enter new premises. Everyone from the local
delinquents to organized criminals can catalogue the entire contents of your
offices as it’s being moved in . . . . (from personal experience) this is not the
moment to save on security. Ensure reinforced doors, and alarms are in place
from day zero . . . .
o Beyond the UK, saving on air conditioning is a false economy; during the
summer, offices can become infernally hot and unproductive places. Air
conditioning will ensure that the office is actually a place of refuge from the
heat (encouraging early starts and late finishes); and a place of productivity as a
result.
o Given that time is a currency, every investment – from air conditioning, to office
dishwashers – should be designed to save time, increase comfort and reduce

stress. The less time teams spend worrying about the infrastructure, the more
they’ll spend worrying about their/your clients.
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Local HR policies
o Yes, you really do need to know them; from ‘horarios intensivos’56 to ‘taxe de
formation’57. Often, such local idiosyncrasies reveal the priorities of a particular
market, respecting them will ensure acceptance, knowing how to exploit them
will give you a competitive advantage.

https://www.20minutos.es/noticia/1864524/0/consejos-gestionar/mejor-tiempo-laboral/horario-intensivo-verano/
https://www.service-public.fr/professionnels-entreprises/vosdroits/F22570

5. Human resources; the joys of a ‘T-shaped’ career
Public relations retains many myths. But none is more pernicious that the ‘cult of the specialist’.
The assumption that a career can be built – and maintained – based only on a finite level of
proprietary knowledge.
And I’ve heard them all before: “I’m the investor relations guru . . . I have direct access to the
Financial Times’ Lex column . . . Vanity Fair doesn’t commit to a photoshoot without consulting
me . . . I know the Facebook algorithm by heart . . . . I’m ‘creative’ . . . . I’m a trade associations
specialist . . . I speak Swahili . . . .” All laudable and relevant skills within a modern PR firm. But
– I’m sorry – they are no longer the sole basis on which to build a career. The era of
protectionism maintained by the veneration of specialist careers should be consigned to the
dustbin.
I’m not suggesting that such skills have suddenly become irrelevant – on the contrary, today’s
complexity can only be interpreted by PR professionals who have deep understanding of
specifics. But this understanding can never be isolated from the wider World.
Despite increasingly complexity, the entire World is actually becoming more generalist. For
better or worse, the Internet has created a generation of ‘finitely’ informed, but
disproportionately opinionated citizens; the ‘vocal generalist’. Basically, people who have
precisely 280 characters’ worth of knowledge on any given subject! The disconnect between
objective knowledge and influence is made complete with the addition of ‘celebrity’; it wasn’t
‘expert’ (in the traditional sense) who knocked $1.5 billion off Snapchat’s value in February
’1858.
As previous analysis has demonstrated59, the less ‘informed’ a person is on a particular subject,
the more susceptible they’ll be to persuasion; and the better bet they’ll make for a brand to
engage. This is the logic behind the ‘consumerisation’ effect; every brand is – in the final
instance – a consumer brand60, as long as it employs people, pays taxes, and plays a role in the
community.
We may deplore the replacement of genuine ‘knowledge’ for ‘popularity’ in debate – I certainly
do61 – but it is a reality which organisations have to navigate. Today, a brand’s fate is more
likely to be at the mercy of a ‘semi-informed’ but popular blogger, than any qualified, but
discrete, academic. Which makes the PR industry’s current obsession with ‘specialisations’ hard
to fathom.
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I’m all in favour of industry expertise – my current firm includes some of the country’s leading
banking and finance experts, for example. But not necessarily at the expense of more generalist
careers. Let me explain the shortcomings of the ‘cult of the specialist’ (in my view):








PR practitioners should be able to counsel clients from a communications perspective,
not compete with them on industry knowledge. The client will always have a distinct
and informed perspective, deeper than our own – it their business, after all. Our domain
of expertise should remain communications, reputation, influence. . . . so-called
‘generalists’ remain ‘specialists’ of communication, and should be positioned as such.
Deep industry knowledge is no substitute for an understanding of the wider societal
context of a particular decision or communication. There is, in fact, an inverse
correlation between depth of specialist knowledge and the ability to engage non
specialists; experts don’t necessarily make the best communicators (they often make
the worst). Since it’s the non-specialist audiences who are becoming increasingly vocal
and influential, brands should disregard them (and ‘generalist’ PR practitioners) at their
peril.
Clients want original, alternative thinking; creativity represents an essential quality to
cut through the noise, especially across social media. Such thinking is less likely to
emerge from teams exclusively made up of hardened sector experts, than teams
supplemented by unabashed generalists. It’s a separate and controversial debate (for
another occasion), but my own experience attests to a type of ‘self-endorsement’ cycle
amongst specialists, that tends to generate linear and conventional thinking. Not
necessarily the alternative variety that the client (and the issue) may require.
The ‘80%/20% reality’; honestly, the greatest secret of agency life is that the majority of
work is routine and repeatable, but no less essential. Expert, industry-specific counsel is
required on the occasion of strategic planning, industry shifts, crises, risk mitigation etc.
which accounts for less than 20% of account time. The vast majority of work is about
day-to-day delivery, in a creative, compelling, fresh manner . . . requiring – not
necessarily sector experience – but professional experience. And I mean the PR
profession (not that of the client). Client service, pattern/opportunity spotting, content
creation, storytelling, relationship building, negotiating . . . . . . these are our specialist
skills.

So a note of caution on this particular version of the cult of the specialist that appears to be
sweeping our industry. Since the majority of the planet (with whom our clients desire to
communicate) are in some sense ’non-specialists’ it makes sense for PR teams to be well
represented by them in their ranks62.
‘T-shaped’ careers
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My solution to the above is the promotion – insistence – on
T-shaped careers for all staff; digital specialists who take no
interest in traditional media, or public affairs gurus who are
indifferent to the basics of social media are not going to
prosper in the agency of the future. Core competence is a
starting point, not the culmination, of a career.
Recruitment, evaluation and career planning should be
based around this principle, which should apply to everyone.
In addition to easing collaboration between teams and the
relevance of campaigns to the target audiences, T-Shaped
careers convey numerous other advantages to the agency:






Traditionally, career specialisms have helped to nurture a form of job protectionism;
people with particular knowledge become indispensable. But such dependencies are
terrible for PR agencies; T-shaped careers help to mitigate such tendencies.
In addition, a broader skills base will better equip the agency to provision for short term
and long term exigencies. The former could arise from vacations, illnesses or seasonal
peaks generating an increased requirement for a particular skill (say, event management
or copywriting, for instance). The latter could be a response to more strategic business
shifts (a requirement for international coordination, or creative content). Agencies with
T-shaped skills bases are better prepared to pivot accordingly.
Finally, T-shaped careers reduce the risk of the ‘specialist dependency’, where select
staff effectively hold the agency to ransom since their skills appear to be irreplaceable.
Such strategies may appeal to incumbent staff resistant to change, but they will prevent
an agency from evolving. Everyone should be open to learning and re-learning
additional skills.

T-shaped careers also represent a positive for employees, providing them with an opportunity
to vary their experience, make themselves more rounded, and valuable professionals, and work
with different teams.
The salary ‘pocket’; paying at the increment
Such an approach can really drive efficiencies. By creating a virtue of T-shaped careers, they can
be positioned at the premium-end of career options. By codifying the same, teams can be
trained to deliver service slightly beyond their traditional level and incentivized to do the same.
The result – teams who are specialists but (to some degree) flexible, available and able to
mitigate absences and exigencies. In financial terms, this ‘pocket’ model is equally compelling:


An account executive trained through the code to deliver services resembling those of a
senior account executive can be paid a premium; the latter would represent a premium
to a traditional/competitive account executive, but a discount to a
traditional/competitive senior account executive



In this way, training and supporting teams to contribute beyond their nominal role, and
paying them a premium (with respect to the latter) not merely makes financial sense, it
can decrease staff attrition, since staff are unlikely to gain similar ‘T-shaped’ experience
elsewhere.

Operating in this ‘salary pocket’ can represent a key HR differentiator for recruitment, retention
and competitive remuneration.
Other insights and good practice, particularly on the recruitment front include:




The creativity trap; when recruiting, beware of the self-proclaimed ‘creative genius’ full
of exciting, innovative ideas. While the latter are always welcomed, a person’s ability to
bring other people’s to life is more important. Such a consideration is particularly
relevant in the case of networked and international accounts where campaigns are
given, and the agency role is focused on making them relevant to the media. I’ve seen
generations of ‘creative geniuses’ become disillusioned by this situation. People
pragmatic and sufficiently open to invest in a given idea to make it work in a local
market (in light of the brief, budgets and other constraints) are much harder to come
by, but infinitely more valuable to an agency.
In addition to the type of creative pragmatism described above, recruits should
understand and really buy in to the logic of a ‘code’ (or ‘operating system’) as a singular
operating system around which the agency operates. Under this model, codification is
not merely an induction programme, is a central to the agency’s proposition and
business model. Staff who appreciate this, invest in and understand the benefits of the
approach will be best placed to succeed. Others will largely consider it a constraint.

6. Numbers; the three magic ratios
If we assume that time is, indeed, our currency, the business model underpinning public
relations couldn’t be simpler. It’s about optimizing the hours in the day, at the billing rates at
our disposal; ensuring the right levels of staff undertake the appropriate functions, and that – as
far as possible – all available, potentially billable hours are ‘sold’.
To support the above, I use three ratios; each of them represents a different version of reality.
Collectively, they never lie. Again, I’m amazed at how many senior agency professionals remain
oblivious to these realities.
Before we start, however, each of the above is based on a rate card – an externally facing hourly
charge sheet for each level of staff. Rate cards represent a form of corporate ‘idealism’; the rate
card should reflect (at least) three times an employees’ total, gross salary (to the organization).
In essence, full billing, 52 weeks per year (minus vacations) will ensure at least a 66% margin for
the organization. This is the theory; the realities are slightly different:








Individual hourly rates are based on three times employee costs (in US$). The
calculation is exclusive of fixed costs attracted by the employee (heat, light, office costs,
administrative expenses etc)
It also needs to cover non-billable expenses such as training, marketing, branding,
technology, client hospitality as well as shared, non-fee resources functions such as legal
and accounting services)
Even fee-earning employees don’t (and shouldn’t) bill 100% of their time; a certain
proportion should be provisioned for non-billable work (training, personal/professional
development, prospecting, illness/unforeseen absences)
Clients often negotiate discounted rate cards, particularly for volume business

My rate card logic is based on these definitions and assumptions:





Total Working Hours per month (the amount of time the employee can spend ‘at work’):
35h x 4.5 weeks per month = 157
Total Billing Hours (the amount of time the employee should expect to bill the client);
based on a decreasing scale of fee-earning availability according to employee level.
Assuming:
o 7h per day and 4.5 weeks per month (on average) are the equivalent of 157
working hours per month; from which:
 Operational executives (account executives) should bill 130h
 Managers should bill 100h
 Directors should bill 80h
 Etc
The non-billable time would be spent training, business development, marketing,
industry engagement, professional development, team management etc. Hence, the





more senior team members would have less client-facing billable time available per
month. This time is the most valuable of all (both to the client and the agency) and
should be used with most precision.
The concept of being ‘full’ is, therefore, always relative. Even an account executive at
‘full’ billing capacity of 130h for a given month, would have potentially 27h per month
available for personal/professional development.
The above is underpinned entirely by an assumption of Working Hours totaling no more
than 35h per week (7h per day), which is perfectly manageable and reasonable.

Billing Potential
The singular most important and relevant ratio is all; Billing Potential forms the basis of all
planning, capacity management and performance assessment of any time-based service
provider. Billing Potential is simply the individual rates (per person/level) multiplied by the
respective Billing Hours (ie not Working Hours) available for that period:
 Billing Potential = rates x staff (level) x available Billing Hours
The above represents the optimal billing capacity of any given team; it allows for flexibility
(again, here Billing Hours are distinct from Working Hours), and would automatically include
provisioning for vacations, absences and other non-billable exigencies.
An example of a Billing Potential chart (right) illustrates the concepts for a fictional firm.
Departments (x axis) below the red line are in deficit, those above in surplus. This exercise
should be completed before the start
of a quarter, for instance, and
resources redeployed as appropriate.
Basing the offering on standard
components – for instance, Essential
and Strategic services – should
enable the deployment of staff
between teams to cover such
exigencies. The latter will not be in a
position to cover all, specialist
requirements, but 70% of the work
(in particular, Essential Services)
should be assured.
Billing Potential also represents an
objective criterion with which to assess and determine recruitment; for instance, teams should
fulfil 80% of Billing Potential for three consecutive months before any new recruitment is
considered. As part of this calculation, leadership should determine to what degree
pipeline/unsigned business is provisioned in the calculations (see below).
Actual Billing

The amount that actually corresponds to the final invoice; what the client agrees and commits
to paying. The above (and below) are internal agency concepts; Actual Billing represents the
tangible value. Again, disparity between the Actual Billing and Virtual Billing (below) should be
analysed; it could result from inefficiencies or mis-aligned client expectations. Actual Billing
calculations can also be adjusted for collections; Actual Billing numbers from teams whose
clients consistency pay late (beyond 60 days) can also be adjusted to mitigate associated risks.

Virtual Billing (or Timesheet Billing)
Typically, the teams’ favourite metric. Timesheets reflect all the over-servicing, the clients’
idiosyncrasies and abuses with respect to contracted tasks. However, under this model, Actual
Billing is not actually a function of timesheet data. The latter provides a valuable insight into the
effective (or otherwise) use of time and levels to service the client; but it conveys no financial
value. It’s purely about time management; applying the theory of Time Absolutism63
adjustments can be made.
Such analyses provide a range of insights such as trends, behaviours, risks and opportunities. It
is an extremely intuitive technique, mapping directly to the concept of time as a currency on
which, I believe, Public Relations agencies are ultimately based.


Actual Billing consistently above Billing Potential; departments who are consistently in
excess of 100% run the risk of over-loading their teams; typically, (while profitable) such
a situation is not sustainable over the long term. Neither does it encourage creative,
alternative thinking; the elements that should be differentiating the agency. If the
ongoing work is reduced to a commodity, the firm runs the risk of being under-cut by an
alternative agency. Excess Billing Potential is a very seductive scenario for team
managers (particularly those measured on P&L), but it should be discouraged and
addressed.
Sometimes known as ‘sandbagging’ and often a consequence of profit-related
performance targets. Managers typically ‘sweat’ team assets in the final quarter of any
year to optimize their year-end performance. It could alternatively be a question of
conservative provisioning. Either way, over-loading teams is not a sustainable practice
(see above), and sandbagging can only be considered a short term expedient. If
managers are minded to drive margin in the final quarter, fair enough, but team
members should be aware and profit from the same
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Actual Billing consistently below Billing Potential; classic under-utilization of resources.
Often such teams appear to be the busiest, but the Billing Potential doesn’t lie. Are they
budgeting realistically? Are teams following the standard code or is work too bespoke?
Are team levels undertaking work commensurate with their seniority; account directors
systematically completing account manager work is an obvious place to look, for
instance. Are teams accepting non-scoped work from the client without imposing an
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increment? Is there simply over-capacity for the nature and volume of work involved;
either in terms of seniority and/or number of staff?
The instance of high levels of work being provisioned, but not being realized is another
perennial agency problem. This could be the result of over optimistic expectations
(typically, driven by the sales pipeline), or unapproved work from retainer clients being
provisioned. In some circumstances, I would immediately, discount any unapproved
activity from the provisioning process. It could also be a question of mis-assignment of
levels or inefficient processes. I would also immediately re-assign surplus team
resources.

7. The promise of Adjacency? Big data, algorithms and more . . .
The two principals at the heart of this book are in fundamental conflict with the industry status
quo.
First, the logic and potential of codifying the profession of Public Relations remains an anathema
to an industry based on relationships, opacity and individual moments of creativity. These have
combined to represent a form of professional protectionism – agency leadership based on
contacts or proprietary insights – which serve the individuals but not the industry, preventing
the latter from professionalizing or scaling. This form of protectionism is evident at multiple
levels, from ‘it won’t work in this market’ to ‘I’ll leverage my relationships to secure….’; but as
an industry mantra it represents the road to perdition and irrelevance. The Public Relations
industry is facing intense competition from more organized and better (historically) established
disciplines such as advertising, branding, marketing and, even, management consultancy64. The
industry’s future will not be assured by a retreat into the proprietary; on the contrary, the only
chance PR has to scale is by standardizing and codifying a good proportion of its activities,
establishing benchmarks for the same, and replicating over and over again.
Secondly, the subordination of brand to audience, and the marketing/advertising industry’s
wholesale denial of the same. Brand has long been fetishized by the traditional advertising and
marketing sector – the entire industry is based on the centrality of the concept – and PR found
itself drawn to the logic. However, it’s become flawed; brands can no longer control the
conversation any more than they can control the contents of the Internet. Today, every single
smart phone owner is a potential editor-in-chief deciding what content propagates and with
what accompanying opinion.
Technology, culture, social structures, and economics are converging around this truism, that
the audience not the brand is the singularly most important (only) unit of currency; it
determines access, consideration, propagation and sentiment . . . on its own terms. And big
data isn’t going to make any difference over the long term; brands will continue to sharpen their
algorithms and ‘game’ consumers65 but the process will become prohibitively expensive and
ineffective. The same algorithm works both ways – not just to breach the filter bubble (for
brands), but to reinforce it (for consumers).
Adjacently represents the only response to the above; both for brands and PR agencies to
remain relevant. For the latter, the technique offers even more; the possibility to scale, to
create meaning and distinction for the profession and an alternative future to one reduced to
simply mimicking an advertising agency. Unlike the latter, PR is real time and responsive, it is
infinitely more credible, based on earned (rather than purchased) opinion, and it offers better
value for money since it is not subject to the ‘algorithmic arms race’ relentlessly conducted by
the Google and Facebook duopoly.
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https://www.bcg.com/publications/2017/sales-consumer-insights-digital-marketing-revolution-has-only-just-begun.aspx
https://www.wired.com/2016/10/big-data-algorithms-manipulating-us/

However, this thesis is not a diatribe against technology. On the contrary, big data-driven
insights, algorithm-inspired automation, AI and VR can all have a role in Adjacent Conversations;
particularly to support research, identify and anticipate potential triggers in real time, to
test/risk assess potential narratives, to locate supporting data points, co-creators and relevant
conversations . . . . the potential for the Theory of Adjacent Conversations (or ‘audience-based
programming’66) to be enhanced by innovative technology is perfectly evident in all but one
aspect. The insight behind the Strategic Narrative must emerge from human observation. The
process should never be reduced to a search for data trends or anomalies; data will never the
place to start when developing an insight.
If the idea of music, art or literature being replaced by an appropriate algorithm sounds
delusional, then I believe the same will always be true for narratives. The audience will always
be the starting point, and the resulting insight will always be a human one.

###
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https://www.adgully.com/guest-column-storytelling-and-the-third-age-of-collective-consciousness-74247.html

8. Postscript, my keys to profitable growth
The theory behind Unleashing the Power of Adjacency was based on my experiences – starting
five or six years ago – as the PR industry struggled to adapt to the presence of the ‘shinier
object’ in the room; notably the promise of big data, and its appropriation by the advertising
world.
The PR agency sector’s collective response has been to abandon the very qualities that made it
distinct; the nurturing of relationships, the management of nuance, the ability to react and
response in real time, a capacity to operate discretely . . . . . These qualities actually represent
the antithesis of modern ‘ad land’, but they remain more relevant than ever.
In light of the above, here are my personal keys to profitable growth for any PR agency:

1. Editorial is the route to increment; the discipline of enabling brands to participate in other
people’s stories is the best platform to sell more services
2. Small data insights (observations, anecdotes, published data, quotes, genuine/passionate
content experts (NOT celebrities)) are more accessible and more compelling than
commissioned research to support stories. The age of client-commissioned research
endorsing their point of view is fading fast.
3. It’s all about the Long Tail: every strategy is only as powerful as the daily routines into which
it can be distilled. Strategy without a Long Tail is simply ornamental.
4. Discreet selling; add increment where clients least expect. Great additional
content/events/ideas generate media engagement, and effectively decrease the cost of
implementation (ie the time and effort required to secure coverage). This makes accounts
more profitable, locks clients in, and provides an opportunity to monetize further down the
line.
5. Reverse fit insights; everyone does it – from economists to religious sects – find data points
to prove your insight/approach, every day. And remind the client constantly. All news,
results and events should be presented within the context of these insights; in the end, the
client will consider them absolute (à la McKinsey).
6. Downshift to profit; margin is made – not by burning out the best people – but by pushing
the work down a layer. Train, motivate and incentivize an AE to perform the role of an SAE
and repeat to fade . . . . This will also reduce staff turnover and cost of attrition.

7. Learning from ATL; the world of advertising can teach PR a lot about aesthetics (content can
always look beautiful), research (they own the data), and process (from planners to
creatives everyone knows their role).
8. Beyond ATL; but PR remains primordial – it is real time and flexible, it is not limited to
campaign peaks, great editorial can beat ad blockers, and it is conversational (not
monologue)
9. T shaped career paths; given the above, teams need to specialize (creative, research, media
relations, crisis, analytics etc) but not in isolation. Everyone needs a basic understanding and
opinion of the other disciplines beyond their specialty.
10. Client service requires rational and emotional intelligence; doing the deliverables won’t save
an account, neither will getting on with the client. Both are required . . . every day.

###

APPENDIX A

Appendix A (Essential Services) – slides?


a) Proactive Press Office (PPO)



b) Announcement coding



c) Instant planning



d) Owning the day / Daily drills



e) Non-linear implementation



f) Crisis management
g) Roundtable discussions



h) Speaking opportunities



i) ‘Cosmo quotes’



j) Co-creators/Guru groups

APPENDIX B
Strategic Narrative Development

APPENDIX C
New Business Planning Template

Introduction
Following is an internal structure to map against and ensure delivery of a client’s reputation programme
in India. The aim is to ensure consistent daily delivery, as well as the inclusion of strategic thinking,
creativity and proactive thinking throughout. Based on the same, teams and individuals should enjoy a
clear sense of accountability and ownership regarding their roles; collectively, we will ensure a coherent,
unified approach to the client.
Specific behaviours and deliverables that the client will be expecting on a daily basis include:




Proactivity; anticipating issues, providing client ‘intelligence’ (actionable insights, as opposed to
non-prescriptive ‘intelligence’)
Integration; from traditional to digital and vice versa, on an intuitive, daily basis
Operational excellence; repeatable actions codified to enable attention to be directed towards
more strategic issues and opportunities

In addition to assuring the above, this role would include:
1. Thought leadership
The development and implementation of Strategic Narratives; namely, compelling, consistent
storylines, relevant to the brand’s key audiences and around which the its proposition can be
positioned. This strategic narrative, based on insights will broaden and deepen engagement of
brand with target group plus ensuring relevance to a new set of audiences. Through this, the brand
will be able to self-generate opportunities for dialogue, comment, intervention, visibility across a
wider group.
Implementation would ensure that – where relevant – appropriate narratives were being
systematically incorporated into programming:
 Proactively; created content every quarter
 Integrated; to ‘bolt on’ to existing/planned announcements (product launches, business
milestones etc) to make them more relevant and interesting
 Reactively; to address in coming enquiries (even negative only, which we address with factual
accuracy and then drive towards our ‘safe terrain’)
 Opportunistically; where we can ‘invade’ other people’s stories which are relevant to provide
comment and insight of our own (in a risk-free context)
2. Quarterly peaks
The above should be developed into ‘peak activities’ on a regular basis to ensure rhythm to the
campaign; such activities could take the form of an existing/scheduled event (trade show, product

launch), or a proposed activity (roundtable, media tour) where the strategic, integrated approach to
storytelling can be showcased.

3. Quarterly state of the sector/nation round-up
A quarterly missive providing a commentary and insight on the local market, levering desk research,
client data-points, recent announcements/milestones and Strategic Narratives to build a story. If
implemented regularly, the ‘state of the nation’ format can represent a compelling platform and
established fixture in the media calendar.
4. Proactive press office/speaker programme
 Forward feature tracking and follow up (4-5 agreed/priority themes to be confirmed, approved
content libraries to be maintained on each
 Industry announcements: trade figures, trends, market dynamics to pitch around



Based on the key messages developed subsequent to perception audit amongst key
stakeholders, the following PR activities can also be used to build the distinct brand
identity across stakeholders:
- Press conference/events
- Press releases (traditional + online)
- Speaking opportunities for delegates / industry champions
- Participation in industry stories in relevant sectors
- Research Papers
- One-on-one interviews
- Relationship-building meetings with select media
- Ghost-writing, speeches / Opinion articles for spokespersons






Relationship meetings: media intelligence
Reporting and measurement
The above should be run and coordinated across all ongoing market as agreed with client
Local announcements; High touch (awards, milestones etc)
- Content: research, copywriting, approvals. Where is the story, how can we make it
relevant to Indian journalists, how can it be localized/personalized for specific media?
- Media Relations: who are we targeting, do the targets correspond to the above
content? What follow up can we provide
(additional data/interviews, images etc) ?
- Logistics: How will the above be implemented – date/times, face to face, via telephone,
around an event, staffing, briefing book etc. Should we aim for an exclusive/NDA or
issue and follow up directly etc.
Global announcement management; low/no touch:
- Content: where is the story, how can we make it relevant to Indian journalists, how can
it be localized/personalized for specific media?
- Media Relations: who are we targeting, do the targets correspond to the above
content? What follow up can we provide
(additional data/interviews, images etc) ?



-



Logistics: How will the above be implemented – date/times, face to face, via telephone,
around an event, staffing, briefing book etc. Should we aim for an exclusive/NDA or
issue and follow up directly etc.
Speaker programme; identifying of suitable platforms (paid and no- paid), pitching, securing
platforms, supporting spokespeople and propagating across traditional and digital channels
(pre/during/post event).

5. Product review programme
 Mapping and engaging potential reviewers (traditional, hybrid and social media)
 Dispatching and following up products
- Managing dispatch process with appropriate messaging and positioning
- Facilitating first level support and escalations
- Tracking feedback, coverage and return on investment
 Alternative product placement and review opportunities
- Alternative influencers
- Celebrities/broadcast opportunities etc
- Researching and developing recommendations regarding the above
 Quarterly insights and recommendations based on the above programme
6. Crisis management

Real-time analysis and response to issues ranging from health and safety to employee
relations. This service extends to crisis preparation (audits, training, scenario planning, role
play etc) to ensure smooth and streamline implementation of such programmes as/when
required.
7. Social and digital

The following covers both hybrid media (journalists who are also bloggers and publish
beyond their traditional title) as well as ‘core’ social media influencers (who blog and/or
engage publically but remain unaffiliated to any publication). Services and support would
include the following:
 Surveillance; Tracking organization/sector relevant conversations, positions and





discussions; anticipating issues and opportunities
Forensics; Tracking organization/sector relevant conversations, positions and discussions;
anticipating issues and opportunities
Stakeholder mapping; Identify and validate key influencers in terms of credentials and
reach
Fact checking; Fact check for inaccuracies and mis-representation; verify/validate source of
the same
Addressing; Subject to the above, propagate factually accurate information/address
misrepresentation (directly and indirectly (ie through influencers; see below)









Actionable intelligence; Source insight and information from social media sphere to
inform and drive outreach (digital and social); including to anticipate issues
Stakeholder engagement; Use stakeholder mapping to identify top, organic (ie. not paid)
digital influencers (including the media) across target groups; meet and engage the same
directly and repeatedly to develop relationships
Digital to traditional; Leverage digital conversations, data points, insights to complement
and drive traditional media stories
Traditional to digital; Leverage traditional media coverage, data points, insights to
complement and drive social media stories
Community management; Populating platforms with owned/third party content;
engaging and responding to influencers and other engagements (customer service
escalations etc); maintaining a constant presence

The above approach, team capabilities and structure is based on a predominantly earned
approach to digital and social media; this is particularly relevant to the deployment and
propagation of Strategic Narratives. See Appendix B.
8. Other influencer management

Mapping and engaging non media/non blogger influencers who can endorse and help
maintain/propagate the company’s corporate reputation in India such as academics,
researchers, analysts, former bureaucrats/regulators, commentators/columnists etc. The
role will cover mapping/validating, engaging and scheduling opportunities such as
conferences, trade shows, newspaper columns, blogs etc.
9. Network management

Based a set of agreed locations (via wholly-owned offices, partners and/or freelancers);
teams would provide local proactive press office functions to target media (ranging from
proactive pitching to relationship meetings); as well as liaising with local spokespeople and
ensuring full local engagement.
The network management and methodology would ensure that local representatives
disseminate content, messaging and other materials to ensure consistency and maximum
coverage (traditional/digital (see below)); including the following:
 Daily news tracking/fact checking
 Quarterly briefing on key priorities, metrics and measurement
 Full and appropriate localization/adaption of central content
 Quality control and network feedback
All network teams would report directly to (the network management team), and deliver
following in return:
 Receipt, validation and response to incoming enquiries





Local insights/actionable intelligence
Local campaign ideas to support the national campaigns (traditional/digital)
Local content ideas to support national campaigns (case studies, local stories etc)

10. Employee engagement

Internal:
 Counsel and content development for key announcements/initiatives (1/month)
 Development of creative content (short video, teasers etc) for the above (1/month)
 Development and support for quarterly engagement; town halls, employee surveys,
CSR participation etc (1/quarter)
 Ongoing support, counsel and repurposing of global content as relevant (1
missive/month)
External:
 Forward features, proactive pitching and development of HR-related content for
vertical media
 Announcements around employer/employee initiatives
 Best Places to Work survey research, completion and submission
 Support for HR ranking and best practices round-ups
 Profiling of select employees within the media

###

APPENDIX D
Reputable and public sources of data and insights
Remember, as long as the data is in the public domain, is fully referenced and us being used in context,
you are free to cite it. When collating and presenting data always/systematically footnote the source
(ideally the url) for transparency and quick and easy reference:
 Never cite unsourced or unsubstantiated data
 Never cite subscription-based or private data without written approval
 Never cite data sourced from client or agency competitors/conflicts
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Socio-economic insights:
http://www.pewsocialtrends.ofg/
http://www.socialtrendsinstittte.ore/
http://elobalfuturist.com/
For other macro trends; check www.ft.com (including quarterly surveys and sector
reports) and www.economist.com; in addition, ComScore reports67 and Google Trends
can be used to validate insights.



Free market research on:
http://www.ipsos.com/
http://www.millwardbrown.com/
http://www.tns-sofres.com/
http://www.nielsen.com/in/en.html
http://viz.nielsen.com/consumerconfidence/tool.html
http://www.euromonitor.com/
http://www.gfk.com/news-and events/News/Paees/default.aspx



Then trend reports:
http://www.trendhunter.com/
http://www.trendreports.com/Health-Trend-Report



For retail trends (another proxy for lifestyle) check:
http://www.verdictretail.com/
http://www.mintel.com/



Management consultants also publish reports on lifestyle and living trends:
http://www.bain.com/
http://www.mckinsey.com/
http://www.bcgindia.com/
http://www.pwc.com/researchandinsights
http://www.ey.com/IN/en/lssues/Global-reports overview

https://dashthis.com/integrations/comscore-reports/

http://www.deloitte.com/view/en IN/in/insightsideas/surveyreports/index.htm
http://dupress.com/
http://www.kpmg.com/global/en/issuesandinsights/article
spublications/future-state-government/pages/default.aspx
http://www.boozallen.com/insights
http://www.atkearney.com/gbpc/research-studies


For more academic research and insight try:
https://hbr.org/
http://newsdesk.si.edu/



For technology trends try:
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/
http://www.idg.com/www/home.nsf/BySection/Newsroom
http://www.canalys.com/newsroom
http://www.juniperresearch.com/press-centre.php
http://www.counterpointresearch.com/newsroom



Technology services companies also produce trend reports:
http://newsroom.accenture.com/category search.cfm?cat
egory id-80&mode=subject
https://www03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/4012Q.wss
http://www.uk.capgemini.com/news/news/capgeminilaunches-insight-driven-digital-assets-to-serve-growingneed-for-interactive
http://ww2.frost.com/news/press-releases/



Also check out NGOs for macro data and reports:
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/
http://data.worldbank.org/
http://www.worldbank.org/en/research
http://www.imf.org/external/research/index.aspx
http://www.imf.org/external/news/default.aspx
http://www.wto.org/english/res e/reser e/reser e.htm
http://www.dni.gov/index.php/about/organization/globaltrends-2030



International travel trends can be found here:
http://www.oecd.org/newsroom/
http://www2.unwto.org/
http://www.visa.com.sg/aboutvisa/research/travelintentio
ns.shtml

http://about.americanexpress.com/news/pr/2014/traveldemand-for-summer-2014-is-up.aspx
http://www.iata.org/publications/Pages/global-passengersurvey.aspx
http://www.sita.aero/survevs-reports/industry-survevsreports/passenger-it-trends-survey-2014


Investment banks also try and predict the future:
http://www.morganstanley.com/views/
http://www.goldmansachs.com/what-we-do/research/
https://www.credit-suisse.com/in/en/news-andexpertise/research/credit-suisse-researchinstitute/publications.html



For social, political, business and cultural trends try:
http://www.newyorker.com/
http://www.theatlantic.com/
http://time.com/
http://www.newsweek.com/
http://www.businessweek.com/
http://fortune.com/
http://www.forbes.com/fdc/welcome mjx.shtml



Advertising and marketing agencies also produce trend reports:
http://www.iwtintelligence.eom/#axzz3K95iHSZo
http://www.yr.com/ideas
http://www.wpp.com/wpp/marketing/consumerinsights/
http://www.sparksandhoney.com/press-index/



Investment banks also try and predict the future:
http://www.morganstanley.com/views/
http://www.goldmansachs.com/what-we-do/research/
https://www.credit-suisse.com/in/en/news-andexpertise/research/credit-suisse-researchinstitute/publications.html



For social, political, business and cultural trends try:
http://www.newyorker.com/
http://www.theatlantic.com/
http://time.com/
http://www.newsweek.com/
http://www.businessweek.com/
http://fortune.com/
http://www.forbes.com/fdc/welcome mjx.shtml
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Advertising and marketing agencies also produce trend reports:
http://www.iwtintelligence.eom/#axzz3K95iHSZo
http://www.yr.com/ideas
http://www.wpp.com/wpp/marketing/consumerinsights/
http://www.sparksandhoney.com/press-index/



Other big data sources you should know; courtesy of Bernard Marr68:
 Data.gov; The US Government pledged last year to make all government data available
freely online. This site is the first stage and acts as a portal to all sorts of amazing
information on everything from climate to crime:
http://data.gov/


US Census Bureau; A wealth of information on the lives of US citizens covering
population data, geographic data and education:
http://www.census.gov/data.html



European Union Open Data Portal; As the above, but based on data from European
Union institutions:
http://open-data.europa.eu/en/data/



Data.gov.uk; Data from the UK Government, including the British National Bibliography metadata on all UK books and publications since 1950:
http://data.gov.uk/



The CIA World Factbook; Information on history, population, economy, government,
infrastructure and military of 267 countries:
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/



Healthdata.gov; 125 years of US healthcare data including claim-level Medicare data,
epidemiology and population statistics:
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/



NHS Health and Social Care Information Centre; Health data sets from the UK National
Health Service:
http://www.hscic.gov.uk/home



Amazon Web Services public datasets; Huge resource of public data, including the 1000
Genome Project, an attempt to build the most comprehensive database of human
genetic information and NASA's database of satellite imagery of Earth:
http://aws.amazon.com/datasets

https://agenda.weforum.org/2014/12/the-free-big-data-sources-you-should-know/



Facebook Graph; Although much of the information on users' Facebook profile is
private, a lot isn't - Facebook provide the Graph API as a way of querying the huge
amount of information that its users are happy to share with the world (or can't hide
because they haven't worked out how the privacy settings work):
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api



Gapminder; Compilation of data from sources including the World Health Organization
and World Bank covering economic, medical and social statistics from around the world:
http://www.gapminder.org/data/



Google Trends; Statistics on search volume (as a proportion of total search) for any
given term, since 2004:
http://www.google.com/trends/explore



Google Finance; 40 years' worth of stock market data, updated in real time:
https://www.google.com/finance



Google Books Ngrams; Search and analyze the full text of any of the millions of books
digitised as part of the Google Books project:
http://storage.googleapis.com/books/ngrams/books/datasetsv2.html



DBPedia; Wikipedia is comprised of millions of pieces of data, structured and
unstructured on every subject under the sun. DBPedia is an ambitious project to
catalogue and create a public, freely distributable database allowing anyone to analyze
this data:
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/quick-links#loc-clim



Topsy; Free, comprehensive social media data is hard to come by - after all their data is
what generates profits for the big players (Facebook, Twitter etc) so they don't want to
give it away. However Topsy provides a searchable database of public tweets going back
to 2006 as well as several tools to analyze the conversations:
http://topsy.com/



Freebase; A community-compiled database of structured data about people, places and
things, with over 45 million entries:
http://www.freebase.com/



Likebutton; Mines Facebook's public data - globally and from your own network - to give
an overview of what people "Like" at the moment:
http://likebutton.com/



New York Times; Searchable, indexed archive of news articles going back to 1851:
http://developer.nytimes.com/docs

###

